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Abstract
This paper studies the excursion set of a real stationary isotropic Gaussian random field
above a fixed level. We show that the standardized Lipschitz-Killing curvatures of the inter-
section of the excursion set with a window converges in distribution to a normal distribution
as the window grows to the d-dimensional Euclidean space. Moreover a lower bound for the
asymptotic variance is derived.
1 Introduction
Let X = {X(t) | t ∈ Rd} be a real Gaussian random field defined on a probability space (Ω,F ,P).
The excursion set of X for the level u ∈ R is the random set
X−1([u,∞)) = {t ∈ Rd | X(t) ≥ u},
whose properties are an active area of research, cf. [2], [4], [20], [1] among others. As a stochas-
tic model, random fields have many applications, for instance in human brain mapping ([8]),
astrophysics ([23]) and optics ([6]).
To gain a deeper understanding of random excursion sets, several geometric characteristics can
be used. In this paper we generalize results for the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic to the so-called
Lipschitz-Killing curvatures Lm, which are given for m = 0, . . . , d − 1 and M ⊂ Rd closed with
nonempty interior, C2 boundary and induced Riemannian structure by
Lm(M) =
1
ωd−m
∫
∂M
detrd−1−m(SEd(Ei, Ej))
d−1
i,j=1 dH
d−1,
where (Ei)i=1 ...,d−1 denotes an orthonormal frame field on ∂M , Ed denotes the inward normal, S
denotes the scalar second fundamental form, detrd−1−m(A) denotes the sum over all (d−1−m)×
(d− 1−m) principal minors of A, the constant ωd−m denotes the surface area of the (d−m− 1)-
dimensional unit sphere Sd−m−1 and Hd−1 denotes the (d−1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure. For
further details see [2, (10.7.6)], and in particular, [2, Section 10.7] for the more complex framework
of Whitney stratified spaces considered in this paper. For special choices ofm the Lipschitz-Killing
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curvatures describe simple geometric features of the set like the volume (m = d), half the surface
area (m = d− 1) and the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic (m = 0).
The aim of this work is to establish a central limit theorem for the standardized m-th Lipschitz-
Killing curvature of the intersection of an excursion set for the level u of a stationary isotropic
Gaussian random field with an open ball BdN of radius N , as N goes to infinity, that is
Lm
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)
− E
[
Lm
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)]
(Ld(BdN))
1
2
D
−→
N→∞
N (0, σ2m)
for some σ2m ≥ 0, where a lower bound for σ
2
m is given in Lemma 7.1. The present paper generalizes
the work of [11], where such a CLT is established for m = 0. The case m = d − 1 and d = 2
is treated in [19]. For the case m = d of the volume, the central limit theorem holds under
weaker requirements than Gaussianity, for instance, for quasi-associated random fields, PA- or
NA-random fields, Max- or α-stable fields, cf. the survey [30] and the references therein. For this
reason we concentrate on the cases m = 0, . . . , d− 1 in this work.
We pursue the following strategy of proof. First, we apply the Crofton formula from integral
geometry to express the m-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature of a sufficiently regular set M ⊂ Rd
as an integral average of the Euler-Poincare´ characteristics of the intersections of M with affine
(d − m)-flats, where the integration is with respect to the suitably normalized motion invariant
measure µ over the affine Grassmannian A(d, d−m) of all affine (d−m)-flats of Rd (cf. [2, Thm.
13.1.1]). An application toM = BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞)) leads to the investigation of the Euler-Poincare´
characteristic of the intersection of the Gaussian excursion with a lower dimensional ball in an
affine subspace. By Morse Theory (cf. [2, Corollary 9.3.5]), this characteristic can be expressed
as a difference of counting variables. Inspired by the ideas of [11], we use a refinement of the
approach in [11] to control the dependence of the counting variables on the affine flat. That is,
we use Rice’s formulas, cf. [4, Chapter 6], [2, Section 11.2], in the affine flat to obtain a Hermite
expansion of the m-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature via an approximation argument. This Hermite
expansion leads to a representation of Lm
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)
by stochastic integrals, to which
we apply results from the theory of normal approximation based on Stein’s method and Malliavin
calculus as described in [26].
The basic tool of our approach, the Wiener chaos expansion, was already prominent in the
works of [9], [29] and [18], to mention just a few. This access to normal approximations is very
popular and is used in various settings similar to ours, cf. [24], who show a central limit theorem
for the Euler integration of random functions, [7], who investigate Gaussian excursions on the
2-sphere or [25], who studies critical points of random Fourier series on the m-dimensional torus.
Although less explicit, the results of this paper might be compared with recent progress in the
second order analysis of the Boolean model, another fundamental model of stochastic geometry,
cf. [14], [22]. This progress is largely based on the Malliavin calculus for general Poisson processes.
2 Main Theorem
We impose the following conditions on a given real random field X = {X(t) | t ∈ Rd}.
(A1) X is a centered, stationary, isotropic Gaussian field. The trajectories are almost surely of
class C3. The abbreviation CovX(t) := E [X(t)X(0)], t ∈ Rd, denotes the covariance function
of X , which satisfies CovX(0) = 1 and −D2CovX(0) = Id.
2
(A2) For 0 6= t ∈ Rd the covariance matrix of the vector(
X(t),
(
∂
∂ti
X(t)
)d
i=1
,
(
∂2
∂ti∂tj
X(t)
)
1≤i≤j≤d
,
(
∂
∂ti
X(0)
)d
i=1
)
has full rank.
(A3) The mapping defined by
ψ(t) := max
{∣∣∣∣ ∂k∂tj1 . . . ∂tjk CovX(t)
∣∣∣∣ : k ∈ {0, . . . , 4}, 1 ≤ j1, . . . , jk ≤ d}
for t ∈ Rd, satisfies
ψ(t)
‖t‖→∞
−→ 0 and ψ ∈ L1(Rd).
We heavily rely on (A1) in several places, for instance in the proof of Lemma 4.1 and in the calcu-
lations in the appendix for Lemma 3.1. If (A2) holds, the conditions on the covariance from (A1)
are always satisfied after normalizing the Gaussian field. We believe that it is enough to assume
C2 regularity and an integrability condition on CovX , cf. [10], but stick to the C3 assumption to
smoothen the computations of the appendix. Under the differentiability assumptions of (A1), the
condition (A2) ensures that the paths of X are almost surely Morse functions and allows us to
perform calculations involving Gaussian regressions. Condition (A3) implies that the conditions
for a central limit theorem are satisfied. Note that from (A3) we obtain that ψ ∈ Lq(Rd), q ∈ N,
and moreover that X admits a continuous spectral density, cf. [28, Theorem 2.§12.3 (Inversion
Formula)]. Furthermore the mapping defined by
ψ˜(t) := sup
{∣∣∣∣ ∂k∂v1 . . . ∂vk CovX(t)
∣∣∣∣ : k ∈ {0, . . . , 4}, v1, . . . , vk ∈ Sd−1} , t ∈ Rd
satisfies ψ˜(t) ≤ d2ψ(t), for t ∈ Rd, and therefore is also in Lq(Rd), q ∈ N.
Let u ∈ R be the level of the considered excursion set and denote by BdN ⊂ R
d the open ball
with radius N ∈ N centered at the origin. We proof the following central limit theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a real Gaussian field on Rd, which satisfies the assumptions (A1)–(A3)
and let m ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1}. Then the m-th Lipschitz-Killing curvature Lm of the excursion set for
the level u ∈ R satisfies
Lm
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)
− E
[
Lm
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)]
Hd(BdN)
1
2
D
−→ N (0, σ2m)
for N →∞ and some σ2m ≥ 0.
A lower bound for the asymptotic variance σ2m is shown in Lemma 7.1.
3 Approximation of Lipschitz-Killing curvatures
We fix the following notation. Let f : Rd → R be a mapping of class C2. We denote for t ∈ Rd
by ∇f(t) and D2f(t) the gradient and the d× d-matrix ( ∂
2
∂ti∂tj
f)1≤i,j≤d of second derivatives of f ,
respectively. For F ∈ A(d, d−m) we denote by F ◦ the directional space of F , which is an element
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in the Grassmannian G(d, d − m) of (d − m)-dimensional linear subspaces of Rd. The motion
invariant measure ν on G(d, d−m) is normalized such that ν(G(d, d −m)) =
(
d
d−m
)
ωd
ωmωd−m
. We
denote by v(F ) := (v1, . . . , vd−m) an orthonormal basis of F ◦ and define the gradient of f in F as
the vector field given by
∇(f |F )(t) :=
d−m∑
i=1
∂
∂vi
f(t)vi,
for t ∈ F , where ∂
∂vi
denotes the directional derivative in direction vi. The second derivative of
f in the affine flat F and in point t ∈ F is defined as the linear mapping on F ◦ given by the
d× d-matrix
D2(f |F )(t) :=
(
v1 · · · vd−m
)( ∂2
∂vi∂vj
f(t)
)
1≤i,j≤d−m
(
v1 · · · vd−m
)⊤
.
We note that these definitions coincide with the Riemannian ones, using for F the coordinate map
ϕ : F → Rd−m given by v 7→ (v1| . . . |vd−m)⊤v and therefore do not depend on the choice of v(F ).
Moreover, we define
∇v(F )f : R
d → Rd−m, t 7→
(
∂
∂vi
f(t)
)d−m
i=1
, (1)
whose components are the coefficients of ∇(f |F ) in the basis v(F ), as well as
D2v(F )f : R
d → R(d−m)×(d−m), t 7→
(
∂2
∂vi∂vj
f(t)
)d−m
i,j=1
. (2)
Using standard results from [2], we now derive a more practical representation of the m-th
Lipschitz-Killing curvature Lm of the excursion set in BdN .
We define κm := H
m(Bm1 ), m ∈ N, and consider for ε > 0 the mapping
δε : R
d → R, x 7→
1
εd−mκd−m
1Bdε
(x),
which is a Dirac sequence for ε → 0 on every (d −m)-dimensional linear subspace E of Rd, that
is, for each continuous mapping f : E → R, we have
lim
ε→0
∫
E
δε(x)f(x) dx = f(0).
We apply the Crofton formula in [2, Thm. 13.1.1], to obtain
Lm
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)
= Lm
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)
−Lm
(
Sd−1N ∩X
−1([u,∞))
)
=
∫
A(d,d−m)
L0
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞)) ∩ F
)
µ(dF )
−
∫
A(d,d−m)
L0
(
Sd−1N ∩X
−1([u,∞)) ∩ F
)
µ(dF )
=
∫
A(d,d−m)
L0
(
BdN ∩X
−1([u,∞)) ∩ F
)
µ(dF ).
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By the assumptions made, we know that the trajectories of X are almost surely Morse functions
on BdN ∩F , for µ almost all F , cf. [2, Definition 9.3.1] and Lemma A.1. Therefore, restricting the
integration to a suitable subset A′ ⊂ A(d, d − m) as provided by Lemma A.1, we can apply [2,
Cor. 9.3.5] to the above integrand, to see that
L0(B
d
N ∩X
−1([u,∞)) ∩ F )
= #{t ∈ BdN ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,BdN∩F (t) even}
−#{t ∈ BdN ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,BdN∩F (t) odd},
where ι denotes the tangential Morse index, cf. [2, (9.1.2)]. Later computations will benefit from
a more general definition in which we define the latter random variable for a bounded, convex
window W ⊂ Rd, and thus define
ζm,W :=
∫
A(d,d−m)
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) even}
−#{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) odd}µ(dF ). (3)
Motivated by the use of a Dirac sequence to approximate these counting variables, cf. [2, Lemma
11.2.10], we introduce the approximation
ζεm,W := (−1)
d−m
∫
A(d,d−m)
∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det(D
2(X|F )(t)) dt µ(dF ) (4)
and now specify the quality of this approximation. We first need the following Lemma, whose
proof is postponed to the appendix:
Lemma 3.1. Let D ⊂ Rd be compact, assume (A1) and (A2) and let W ⊂ Rd be convex and
bounded. Then the following is true:
(i) There is a constant c > 0, depending on X, d, m, and W , such that for F ∈ A(d, d −m)
and y ∈ F ◦ ∩D
E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y}
2
]
< c.
(ii) For all F ∈ A(d, d−m) the mapping
y 7→ E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y}
2
]
is continuous on F ◦ ∩D.
(iii) For all F ∈ A(d, d−m), we have
ξW (F, ε)
L2(P)
−→
ε→0
ξW (F ),
where
ξW (F, ε) := (−1)
d−m
∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det(D
2(X|F )(t)) dt,
ξW (F ) := #{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) even}
−#{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) odd}.
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We now show that the approximation ζεm,W is indeed an approximation of the variable of
interest ζm,W .
Lemma 3.2. Let (Xt)t∈Rd be a real-valued Gaussian field satisfying (A1) and (A2) and letW ⊂ Rd
be convex and bounded. Then
ζεm,W
L2(P)
−→ ζm,W
for ε→ 0, where ζm,W and ζεm,W are defined by (3) and (4), respectively.
Proof. By Jensen’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem
E
[(
ζm,W − ζ
ε
m,W
)2]
≤ cE
[∫
A(d,d−m)
(ξW (F )− ξW (F, ε))
2 µ(dF )
]
= c
∫
A(d,d−m)
E
[
(ξW (F )− ξW (F, ε))
2] µ(dF ),
where c = µ({F : F ∩W 6= ∅}) ≤
[
d
d−m
]
diam(W )mκm, cf. [2, (6.3.12)] for the definition of the
flag coefficients. Thus, if we justify changing the order of the limits limε→0 and
∫
A(d,d−m), we are
done by Lemma 3.1 (iii). In order to apply the dominated convergence theorem, we bound the
integrand by an integrable function, not depending on ε. Observe that
E
[
(ξW (F )− ξW (F, ε))
2] ≤ 2E [#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}2]
+ 2E
[(∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| dt
)2]
.
For the first term Lemma 3.1 (i) yields
E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}
2
]
≤ c1{F ∩W 6= ∅},
where c > 0 is a constant depending on X ,d, m and W . For the second term, we apply the
coarea formula to ∇(X|F ), cf. [13, Theorem 3.2.12], then Jensen’s inequality to the measure
1{y ∈ F ◦}δε(y)Hd−m(dy) followed by Fubini’s theorem, to obtain
E
[(∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| dt
)2]
≤
∫
F ◦
E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y}
2
]
δε(y) dy.
Again by Lemma 3.1 (i), we can bound this for all ε ≤ 1 by the expression
c
∫
F ◦
δε(y) dy1{F ∩W 6= ∅} = c1{F ∩W 6= ∅}.
Both bounds are independent of ε and integrable with respect to µ, which shows the assertion.
Before we move on with the main proof, we show the following lemma to obtain a more concrete
representation of ζεm,W . We note that the special choice of the orthonormal basis v(F ) of F
◦, for
F ∈ A(d, d−m), is irrelevant.
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Lemma 3.3. Let ε > 0, W ⊂ Rd be convex and bounded and assume (A1). Then
ζεm,W = (−1)
d−m
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
δε(∇v(F )X(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det
(
D2v(F )X(t)
)
dt ν(dF ),
where ∇v(F ) and D
2
v(F ) are defined in (1) and (2), respectively.
Proof. Recall, that by definition ∇(f |F )(t) =
∑d−m
i=1
∂
∂vi
f(t)vi and therefore the rotation invariance
of δε yields
δε(∇(X|F )) =
1
εd−mκd−m
1Bdε
(∇(X|F )) = δε(∇v(F )X).
Also by definition D2(X|F )(t) =
(
v1 · · · vd−m
) (
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X(t)
)
1≤i,j≤d−m
(
v1 · · · vd−m
)⊤
so that,
as a linear mapping from F ◦ into F ◦ it has the transformation matrix
(
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X(t)
)d−m
i,j=1
with
respect to the chosen basis, and therefore we have
det(D2(X|F )) = det
(
D2v(F )X
)
.
This yields with definition (4)
ζεm,W = (−1)
d−m
∫
A(d,d−m)
∫
W∩F
δε(∇v(F )X(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det
(
D2v(F )X(t)
)
dt µ(dF )
and we conclude by an application of Fubini’s Theorem
ζεm,W = (−1)
d−m
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
L⊥
∫
W∩(L+y)
δε(∇v(L+y)X(t))1{X(t) ≥ u}
× det
(
D2v(L+y)X(t)
)
Hd−m(dt)Hm(dy) ν(dL)
= (−1)d−m
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
L⊥
∫
L
1{t+ y ∈ W}δε(∇v(L)X(t+ y))1{X(t+ y) ≥ u}
× det
(
D2v(L)X(t + y)
)
Hd−m(dt)Hm(dy) ν(dL)
= (−1)d−m
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
δε(∇v(F )X(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det
(
D2v(F )X(t)
)
Hd(dt) ν(dF ).
4 Hermite type expansion
From now on, let the field X satisfy the assumptions (A1)–(A3). We begin this section by
defining for D := d − m + (d − m)(d − m + 1)/2 + 1 the RD-valued Gaussian random field
(X Ft : Ω→ R
D | (F, t) ∈ G(d, d−m)× Rd) by
X F (t) :=
(
∇v(F )X(t),
(
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X(t)
)
1≤i≤j≤d−m
, X(t)
)
and denote by Σ the covariance matrix of X F (t), (F, t) ∈ G(d, d − m) × Rd. We note that the
definition depends on the choice of v(F ), but considering Lemma 3.3, this does not matter. We
formulate the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. The matrix Σ is independent of t ∈ Rd and F ∈ G(d, d − m). Moreover, we have
Σ = ΛΛ⊤, where Λ ∈ GLD(R) is given by Λ =
(
Id−m×d−m 0
0 Λ2
)
, for some lower triangular matrix
Λ2 ∈ GLD−(d−m)(R).
Proof. By assumption (A1) on the random field X , we obtain from [2, (5.5.3), (5.7.3)] and isotropy
E
[
∂
∂vi
X(t)
∂
∂vj
X(t)
]
= E
[
∂
∂ti
X(0)
∂
∂tj
X(0)
]
= δij, (5)
E
[
∂
∂vi
X(t)
∂2
∂vk∂vl
X(t)
]
= E
[
∂
∂ti
X(0)
∂2
∂tk∂tl
X(0)
]
= 0,
E
[
∂
∂vi
X(t)X(t)
]
= E
[
∂
∂ti
X(0)X(0)
]
= 0,
as well as
E
[
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X(t)
∂2
∂vk∂vl
X(t)
]
= E
[
∂2
∂ti∂tj
X(0)
∂2
∂tk∂tl
X(0)
]
,
E
[
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X(t)X(t)
]
= E
[
∂2
∂ti∂tj
X(0)X(0)
]
,
E [X(t)X(t)] = E [X(0)X(0)] .
Assumption (A2) yields that Σ is positive definite. Hence the well-known Cholesky decomposition,
cf. [5, Fact 8.9.37], yields the assertion.
Using Λ, we define the decorrelated process
Y F (t) := Λ−1X F (t), t ∈ Rd, F ∈ G(d, d−m). (6)
For fixed t ∈ Rd and F ∈ G(d, d−m), the random vector Y F (t) is standard normal, i.e. Y F (t) ∼
N (0, ID×D). However, note that for different t, s ∈ Rd the vectors Y F (t) and Y F (s) are in general
not independent. In what follows we shall be using the stationarity(
Y F (t), Y F
′
(t′)
)
=
(
Y F (t + h), Y F
′
(t′ + h)
)
,
where t, t′, h ∈ Rd and F, F ′ ∈ G(d, d − m). Indeed, we have for suitable mappings fF and fF
′
that
(Y F (t), Y F
′
(t′))
= (fF (∇X(t), D2X(t), X(t)), fF
′
(∇X(t′), D2X(t′), X(t′)))
D
= (fF (∇X(t+ h), D2X(t+ h), X(t+ h)), fF
′
(∇X(t′ + h), D2X(t′ + h), X(t′ + h)))
= (Y F (t+ h), Y F
′
(t′ + h)).
We now define the mapping Gε : R
d−m × R(d−m)(d−m+1)/2+1 → R, where we use the notation
(x)i1,...,ik := (xi1 , . . . , xik), by
Gε(x, y) := (−1)
d−mδε(x) det
((
Λ2y
)
1,...,(d−m)(d−m+1)/2
)
1{
(
Λ2y
)
(d−m)(d−m+1)/2+1 ≥ u},
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so that, by Lemma 3.3, we can rewrite the random variable ζεm,W as
ζεm,W =
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
Gε(Y
F (t)) dt µ(dF ).
In the above definition the vector
(
Λ2y
)
1,...,(d−m)(d−m+1)/2 is identified with the symmetric (d−m)×
(d −m)-matrix, whose diagonal and upper diagonal entries are given by (Λ2y)1,...,(d−m)(d−m+1)/2,
according to the way one identifies
(
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X(t)
)
1≤i≤j≤d−m
with a vector. Moreover the mapping Gε
is an element of L2(RD, φDλ
D), where φD denotes the density of a D-dimensional standard normal
distribution and λD the D-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and therefore can be expanded in the
orthonormal basis {n!−1/2H˜n : n ∈ ND}, where H˜n := ⊗Di=1Hni and Hk(x) := (−1)
ke
x2
2
∂k
∂xk
e−
x2
2 ,
k ∈ N \ {0} and H0 = 1, cf. [26, Proposition 1.4.2 (iv)], [16, Example E.9]. Thus we obtain
Gε =
∞∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n, (7)
in L2(φDλ
D), where
c(Gε, n) := n!
−1
∫
RD
Gε(x)H˜n(x)φD(x) dx
=
(−1)d−m∏d
i=1 ni!
∫
Rd−m
δε(x)
d−m∏
i=1
Hni(x)φd−m(x) dx
∫
RD−(d−m)
1{(Λ2y)D−(d−m) ≥ u}
× det
(
(Λ2y)1,...,(d−m)(d−m+1)/2
) D∏
i=d−m+1
Hni(y)φD−(d−m)(y) dy. (8)
It is this expansion, which helps to establish an expansion of the random variable ζεm,W , as is
shown in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let ε > 0 and W ⊂ Rd be bounded and convex. Then
ζεm,W =
∑
q≥0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(Gε, n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF ),
where the convergence is in L2(P).
Proof. The right side is in L2(P) since it is a Cauchy sequence, which can be seen by Jensen’s
inequality and (7). Recall that by Lemma 3.3
ζεm,W =
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
Gε(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF ),
thus for Q ∈ N we have that
E
[(
ζεm,W −
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
Q∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2]
= E
[(∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
Gε(Y
F (t))−
Q∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2]
≤ cE
[ ∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
(
Gε(Y
F (t))−
Q∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n(Y
F (t))
)2
dt ν(dF )
]
,
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where we used Jensen’s inequality in the last step and c =
(
d
d−m
)
ωd
ωmωd−m
Hd(W ). By Fubini’s
theorem the latter term equals
c
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
E
[(
Gε(Y
F (t))−
Q∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n(Y
F (t))
)2]
dt ν(dF )
= c
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
∫
RD
(
Gε(x)−
Q∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n(x)
)2
φD(x) dx dt ν(dF )
= c2
∫
RD
(
Gε(x)−
Q∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n(x)
)2
φD(x) dx.
Hence, by (7), we conclude
c2
∫
RD
(
Gε(x)−
Q∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(Gε, n)H˜n(x)
)2
φD(x) dx
Q→∞
−→ 0,
which shows the assertion.
The following lemma is a special case of [31, Lemma 3.2]. We give a prove for completeness.
Lemma 4.3. Let F, F ′ ∈ G(d, d−m), t, t′ ∈ Rd and n, n′ ∈ ND. Then
E[H˜n(Y
F (t))H˜n′(Y
F ′(t′))] =
∑
d∈ND×D,
∑D
i=1 dij=nj ,
∑D
j=1 dij=n
′
i
n!n′!
∏
1≤i,j≤D
E
[
Y Fi (t)Y
F ′
j (t
′)
]dij
dij!
for |n| = |n′| and for |n| 6= |n′|
E[H˜n(Y
F (t))H˜n′(Y
F ′(t′))] = 0.
Proof. We first proof the following: Let V,W be two D-dimensional random vectors where
(V,W ) ∼ N2D
(
0,
(
ID (E [ViWj])1≤i,j≤D
(E [WiVj])1≤i,j≤D ID
))
. Then
E
[
H˜n(V )H˜n′(W )
]
= 1{|n| = |n′|}
∑
d∈ND×D∑D
i=1 dij=nj ,
∑D
j=1 dij=n
′
i
n!n′!
∏
1≤i,j≤D
E [ViWj]
dij
dij !
.
Observe that via the moment generating function of a multivariate normal distribution, we obtain
for t ∈ R2D
E
[
D∏
i=1
exp(tiVi −
1
2
t2i )
2D∏
i=D+1
exp(tiWi−D −
1
2
t2i )
]
= exp
(
D∑
i,j=1
titD+jE [ViWj ]
)
. (9)
We use the identity exp(tx−1/2t2) =
∑∞
q=0 t
q/q!Hq(x) to see the equality of the left side in (9) to
∞∑
n1,...,nD,n
′
1,...,n
′
D=0
tn11 . . . t
nD
D t
n′1
1 . . . t
n′D
D
n!n′!
E
[
H˜n(V )H˜n′(W )
]
,
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where we used [31, Lemma 3.1] to change the order of summation and expectation. The right side
in (9) equals
∞∑
r=0
1
r!
(
D∑
i,j=1
titD+jE [ViWj]
)r
=
∞∑
r=0
∑
d∈ND×D ,∑Di,j=1 dij=r
∏
1≤i,j≤D
1
dij!
(titD+j)
dijE [ViWj ]
dij
=
∞∑
r=0
∑
d∈ND×D ,∑Di,j=1 dij=r
∏
1≤i,j≤D
(
E [ViWj ]
dij
dij!
)
t
∑D
k=1 dk1
1 . . . t
∑D
k=1 dkD
D t
∑D
k=1 d1k
D+1 . . . t
∑D
k=1 dDk
2D ,
by the multinomial theorem in the first line. Note that the sum over the exponents of the variables
t1, . . . , tD equals the one over the exponents of variables tD+1, . . . , t2D, i.e.
∑D
i=1
∑D
j=1 dji =∑D
i=1
∑D
j=1 dij = r. Hence by comparing the coefficients, we obtain for |n| 6= |n
′|
E
[
H˜n(V )H˜n′(W )
]
= 0,
and furthermore for |n| = |n′|, the monomial of degree (n, n′) corresponds to r = 1
2
(|n|+ |n′|) and
can therefore be found in a unique term of the sum over r, which yields the assertion.
To conclude the lemma, note that the process (Y F (t))(F,t)∈G(d,d−m)×Rd is Gaussian and the
vector Y F (t) is standard normal for fixed (F, t) ∈ G(d, d−m)× Rd.
Using the last lemmata, we can now give a Hermite type expansion of them-th Lipschitz-Killing
curvature of the excursion set in the ball of radius N, namely ζm,N . We first define
c(n) := (2pi)−(d−m)/2
d−m∏
i=1
Hni(0)
ni!
(−1)d−m∏D
i=d−m+1 ni!
∫
RD−(d−m)
det
(
(Λ2y)1,...,(d−m)(d−m+1)/2
)
× 1{(Λ2y)(d−m)(d−m+1)/2+1 ≥ u}
D∏
i=d−m+1
Hni(y)φD−(d−m)(y) dy. (10)
Since 1∏d−m
i=1 ni!
∫
Rd−m
δε(x)
∏d−m
i=1 Hni(x)φd−m(x) dx
ε→0
−→ (2pi)−(d−m)/2
∏d−m
i=1
Hni (0)
ni!
we obtain c(n) =
limε→0 c(Gε, n). The coefficient c(·) is the coefficient in the expansion of ζm,W as we see in the
next lemma. Note that, the following expansion is orthogonal due to the last lemma.
Theorem 4.4. Let W ⊂ Rd be convex and bounded. Then
ζm,W
L2(P)
=
∑
q≥0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF ). (11)
Proof. We show that (
∑Q
q=0
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m) c(n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t))dtν(dF ))Q∈N is a Cauchy sequence,
so that the right side of the asserted equation is in L2(P). For Q1 < Q2 ∈ N we have
E[
( Q2∑
q=Q1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2
]
≤ lim inf
ε→0
E[
( Q2∑
q=Q1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(Gε, n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2
]
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by Fatou’s lemma. The orthogonality of Lemma 4.3 yields equality to
lim inf
ε→0
Q2∑
q=Q1
E[
( ∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(Gε, n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2
]
≤
∞∑
q=Q1
lim inf
ε→0
E[
( ∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(Gε, n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2
], (12)
where we added positive terms in the second line. Note that, in order to use the orthogonality
we need Fubini’s theorem, which is applicable as a consequence of [31, Lemma 3.1]. By Fatou’s
lemma and the Pythagorean identity the latter is bounded from above by
lim inf
ε→0
E[
( ∞∑
q=0
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(Gε, n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2
] = lim inf
ε→0
E[(ζεm,W )
2]
= E[(ζm,W )
2] <∞,
where we have used Lemma 4.2 and finally Lemma 3.1 (i). Thus (12) is the tail of a convergent
series, which yields that the sequence is Cauchy.
Now define I˜q :=
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m) c(n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF ) and write piQ(f) for the
projection onto the first Q chaos in L2(P) and likewise piQ(f) for the projection onto the chaos
greater than Q, Q ∈ N, f ∈ L2(P). To show the asserted equality, observe that
‖ζm,W −
∞∑
q=0
I˜q‖L2 ≤ ‖piQ(ζm,W )−
∞∑
q=Q
I˜q‖L2 + ‖pi
Q(ζm,W − ζ
ε
m,W )‖L2 + ‖pi
Q(ζεm,W )−
Q∑
q=0
I˜q‖L2
≤ ‖piQ(ζm,W )‖L2 + ‖
∞∑
q=Q
I˜q‖L2 + ‖ζm,W − ζ
ε
m,W‖L2 + ‖pi
Q(ζεm,W )−
Q∑
q=0
I˜q‖L2.
The first two terms tend to 0 for Q→∞, since both functions belong to L2(P), as does the third
one for ε→ 0, due to Lemma 3.2. For the last one we have
‖piQ(ζεm,W )−
Q∑
q=0
I˜q‖L2 = E[
( Q∑
q=0
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(Gε, n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
−
Q∑
q=0
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
lim
ε→0
c(Gε, n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
)2
],
which equals
Q∑
q,q′=0
∑
|n|=q
∑
|n′|=q′
(
c(Gε, n)− lim
ε→0
c(Gε, n)
)(
c(Gε, n
′)− lim
ε→0
c(Gε, n
′)
)
× E[
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
H˜n′(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )].
The assertion follows by first taking the limit ε→ 0 and then Q→∞.
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5 Embedding into an isonormal process
We now embed the Gaussian field (Y Ft : Ω → R
D | (F, t) ∈ G(d, d −m) × Rd) into an isonormal
process. By standard theory, for instance in [2, Section 5.4], we obtain for s, t ∈ Rd
CovX(s, t) = CovX(s− t) =
∫
Rd
ei〈s−t,λ〉 fλd(dλ),
where fλd denotes the spectral measure of X and f the spectral density. Recall that the spectral
density exists due to (A3). Moreover we obtain
E
[
∂k
∂v1 . . . ∂vk
X(t)
∂l
∂v′1 . . . ∂v
′
l
X(s)
]
= (−1)l
∫
Rd
∂(k+l)
∂v1 . . . ∂vk∂v′1 . . . ∂v
′
l
(
ei〈·,λ〉
)
(s− t) fλd(dλ),
(13)
where k, l ∈ {0, 1, 2}, v1, . . . , vk, v
′
1, . . . , v
′
l ∈ S
d−1. We define the real Hilbert space
H := {h : Rd → C | h(−x) = h(x)}
equipped with the scalarproduct 〈f, g〉L2(fλd) :=
∫
Rd
f(λ)g(λ) fλd(dλ), which is real since the
functions are Hermitian and fλd is symmetric. By [26, Prop. 2.1.1], we know that there exists an
isonormal process W on H, so that for f, g ∈ H
E [W (f)W (g)] = 〈f, g〉L2(fλd). (14)
Moreover we define for F ∈ G(d, d−m) and j = 1, . . . , D the mapping
ϕFt,j : R
d → C, λ 7→
D∑
k=1
Λ−1jk ν
F
k (λ)e
i〈t,λ〉 ∈ H,
where
νF : Rd → CD, λ 7→
(
(i〈vl, λ〉)1≤l≤d−m, (−〈vl, λ〉〈vs, λ〉)1≤l≤s≤d−m, 1
)
and v1, . . . , vd−m denotes the chosen orthonormal basis of F . Note that νFk (λ)e
i〈·,λ〉 is the directional
derivative of ei〈·,λ〉 of the same order and in the same direction as the derivative of X in the k-th
component of X F .
Then we obtain
Y ·(··) D=
(
W (ϕ···,1), . . . ,W (ϕ
·
··,D)
)
as processes on G(d, d−m)× Rd. To see this, it suffices to show that their covariance structures
coincide, since both processes are centered Gaussian processes. By the definition of Y , cf. (6),
and (13)
E[Y Fi (t)Y
F ′
j (t
′)] =
D∑
r,s=1
Λ−1ir Λ
−1
js E[X
F
r (t)X
F ′
s (t
′)]
=
D∑
r,s=1
Λ−1ir Λ
−1
js
∫
Rd
νFr (λ)e
i〈t,λ〉νF ′s (λ)ei〈t
′,λ〉 fλd(dλ)
= 〈ϕFt,i, ϕ
F ′
t′,j〉L2(fλd), (15)
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for (F, t), (F ′, t′) ∈ G(d, d−m)× Rd and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , D}. By (14) we obtain
〈ϕFt,i, ϕ
F ′
t′,j〉L2(fλd) = E[W (ϕ
F
t,i)W (ϕ
F ′
t′,j)]
and therefore the assertion. Moreover, observe that
〈ϕFt,i, ϕ
F
t,j〉L2(fλd) = E[Y
F
i (t)Y
F
j (t)] = δij ,
for i, j = 1, . . . , D and (F, t) ∈ G(d, d−m) × Rd. Hence [17, Theorem 13.25] implies the second
equality in
D∏
i=1
Hni(Y
·
i (··))
D
=
D∏
i=1
Hni(W (ϕ
·
··,i)) = Iq(ϕ
·⊗n1
··,1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕ
·⊗nD
··,D ),
where q,D ∈ N and n ∈ ND such that |n| = q. The last equation and Theorem 4.4 with the choice
W = BdN yield
ζm,BdN − E[ζm,BdN ]
(Ndκd)1/2
D
=
∞∑
q=1
1
(Ndκd)1/2
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
BdN
Iq(ϕ
F⊗n1
t,1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕ
F⊗nD
t,D ) dt ν(dF ),
where the right side converges in L2(P). We now symmetrise the arguments of the stochastic
integral. To this end define for q,D ∈ N and n ∈ ND with |n| = q the set
An := {k ∈ {1, . . . , D}
q :
q∑
j=1
1{i}(kj) = ni, ∀i = 1, . . . , D}
of multiindices, which contain the number i exactly ni times. Note that for k ∈ An all permu-
tations of k are also in An, and moreover, these sets form a partition of the set {1, . . . , D}q, i.e.
{1, . . . , D}q = ∪˙n∈ND,|n|=qAn. We further define for k ∈ {1, . . . , D}q
b(k) :=
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
1{k ∈ An}
c(n)
|An|
,
which is symmetric in the components of k. Since the Wiener-Itoˆ integrals are invariant with
respect to permutations, we obtain for n ∈ ND with |n| = q
Iq(ϕ
F⊗n1
t,1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕ
F⊗nD
t,D ) =
1
|An|
∑
k∈An
Iq(ϕ
F
t,k1
⊗ . . .⊗ ϕFt,kq)
and thus ∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
c(n)Iq(ϕ
F⊗n1
t,1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕ
F⊗nD
t,D ) =
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
∑
k∈An
c(n)
|An|
Iq(ϕ
F
t,k1
⊗ . . .⊗ ϕFt,kq)
=
∑
k∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)Iq(ϕ
F
t,k1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕ
F
t,kq).
Hence by Fubini’s theorem for Wiener-Itoˆ integrals, we finally obtain a representation for the
standardized ζm,BdN , which is amenable to the theory described in [26], i.e.
ζm,BdN − E[ζm,BdN ]
(Ndκd)1/2
D
=
∞∑
q=1
Iq(gN,q),
where
gN,q :=
1
(Ndκd)1/2
∑
k∈{1,...,D}q
∫
G(d,d−m)
b(k)
∫
BdN
ϕFt,k1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕ
F
t,kq dt ν(dF ) (16)
is symmetric, since the coefficients b(·) are.
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6 Proof of the main theorem
We now apply Theorem 6.3.1 in [26], which yields, once we have checked the required conditions,
the main theorem of this paper. We repeat it here for completeness and note that in the monograph
[26] condition (iv) is stated slightly differently but the proof given there remains the same.
Theorem 6.1 (Theorem 6.3.1 in [26]). Let FN ∈ L2(P), for N ∈ N, such that E[FN ] = 0. Then
there exist functions gN,q ∈ H
⊙q, for N, q ∈ N, such that FN =
∑
q≥1 Iq(gN,q). Suppose that the
following conditions
(i) For fixed q ≥ 1 there exists σ2q ≥ 0 such that q!‖gN,q‖
2
H⊗q
N→∞
−→ σ2q ,
(ii) σ2 :=
∑
q≥1 σ
2
q <∞,
(iii) For all q ≥ 2 and r = 1, . . . , q − 1 we have ‖gN,q ⊗r gN,q‖H⊗(2q−2r)
N→∞
−→ 0,
(iv) limQ→∞ lim supN→∞
∑∞
q=Q+1 q!‖gN,q‖
2
H⊗q
= 0
are true. Then Fn
D
−→ N (0, σ2).
Before we verify the conditions, we need to prove the following auxiliary lemma, which will be
needed for condition (ii) and (iv).
Lemma 6.2. There exists c > 0 depending on the covariance of X, d and m such that
(i)
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q c(n)
2n! ≤ cqD for q ≥ 1.
(ii) sup
W⊂[0,1)d convex
E
[
(
∑∞
q=1
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q c(n)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t))dtν(dF ))2
]
≤ c.
Proof. In the following the constant c > 0 may be changing from line to line. Recall (10)
c(n) = (2pi)−(d−m)/2
d−m∏
i=1
Hni(0)
ni!
(−1)d−m∏D
i=d−m+1 ni!
×
∫
RD−d+m
det
(
(Λ2y)1,..., (d−m)(d−m+1)
2
)
1{(Λ2y)D−d+m ≥ u}
D∏
i=d−m+1
Hni(y)φD−d+m(y) dy.︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Z(n)
Proposition 3 in [15] yields
∏d−m
i=1
|Hni (0)|√
ni!
≤ c, for a constant c > 0, and thus(
(2pi)−(d−m)/2
d−m∏
i=1
Hni(0)
ni!
)2
≤
c∏d−m
i=1 ni!
.
By Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtain
Z(n)2 ≤
∫
RD−d+m
det
(
(Λ2y)1,..., (d−m)(d−m+1)
2
)2
1{(Λ2y)D−d+m ≥ u}φD−d+m(y) dy
×
∫
RD−d+m
(
D∏
i=d−m+1
Hni(y)
)2
φD−d+m(y) dy
= c
D∏
i=d−m+1
ni!.
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The last two inequalities yield for q ≥ 1∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
c(n)2n! ≤ c
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
1 ≤ c
∑
0≤n1,...,nD≤q
1 ≤ c(q + 1)D ≤ cqD,
which shows the first assertion. We now proof (ii). By Theorem 4.4
∞∑
q=0
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(n)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
=
∫
A(d,d−m)
#{t ∈ W ∩ F | X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) even}
−#{t ∈ W ∩ F | X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) odd}µ(dF ),
whose second moment is a upper bound for the expectation in (ii). The latter can be bounded by∫
A(d,d−m)
#{t ∈ W ∩ F | ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}µ(dF ).
By Jensen’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem
E
[
(
∫
A(d,d−m)
#{t ∈ W ∩ F | ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}µ(dF ))
2
]
≤ µ({F : F ∩W 6= ∅})
∫
A(d,d−m)
E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F | ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}
2
]
µ(dF ).
Now, by (22) and (23) we bound the integrand by
cHd−m(W Fv(F ))+
∫
WF
v(F )
−WF
v(F )
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, 0)
]
× p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(0, 0)H
d−m(W Fv(F ) ∩ (W
F
v(F ) − t)) dt,
where c ≥ 0 is a constant depending on X , d and m. Taking N := d1/2 in Lemmata B.2 and B.3
we obtain for the second summand the upper bound
c
∫
WF
v(F )
−WF
v(F )
‖t‖−(d−m)+2Hd−m(W Fv(F ) ∩ (W
F
v(F ) − t)) dt.
Since W Fv(F ) ⊂ B
d−m
d1/2
and W Fv(F ) −W
F
v(F ) ⊂ B
d−m
d1/2
, we conclude
E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F | ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}
2
]
≤ cHd−m(Bd−m
d1/2
)
(
1 +
∫
Bd−m
d1/2
‖t‖−(d−m)+2 dt
)
.
Hence
E
[
(
∫
A(d,d−m)
#{t ∈ W ∩ F | ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}µ(dF ))
2
]
≤ cµ({F : F ∩ Bdd1/2 6= ∅})
2Hd−m(Bd−m
d1/2
)
(
1 +
∫
Bd−m
d1/2
‖t‖−(d−m)+2 dt
)
.
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In the following we verify the conditions of Theorem 6.1.
Condition (i): We calculate the norm of gN,q, cf. (16), by an application of Fubini’s theorem
and obtain
q!‖gN,q‖
2
H⊗q
=
∫
Rdq
q!
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
ϕFt,k1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ϕ
F
t,kq(λ1, . . . , λq)
× ϕF
′
t′,l1
⊗ . . .⊗ ϕF
′
t′,lq
(λ1, . . . , λq) dt dt
′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′) (fλd)q(d(λ1, . . . , λq))
=
q!
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
×
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
q∏
i=1
∫
Rd
ϕFt,ki(λ)ϕ
F ′
t′,li
(λ) fλd(dλ) dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′).
Recalling
∫
Rd
ϕFt,ki(λ)ϕ
F ′
t′,li
(λ) fλd(dλ) = E
[
Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(t′)
]
in (15), the above equals
q!
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
q∏
i=1
E
[
Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(t′)
]
dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′).
By stationarity in the first and Fubini’s theorem in the second line
1
Ndκd
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
q∏
i=1
E
[
Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(t′)
]
dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′)
=
1
Ndκd
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN−t′
q∏
i=1
E
[
Y Fki (t+ t
′)Y F
′
li
(t′)
]
dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′)
=
∫
Bd2N
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
q∏
i=1
E
[
Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(0)
] Hd((BdN − t) ∩ BdN)
Ndκd
ν(dF ) ν(dF ′) dt.
By the definition of Y , cf. (6), we have the following equality for the covariance matrix of Y(
E
[
Y Fi (t)Y
F ′
j (0)
])
1≤i,j≤D = Λ
−1 (E [X Fi (t)X F ′j (0)])1≤i,j≤D Λ−⊤ and therefore by assumption (A3)
there exists a constant c ≥ 0 such that
sup
1≤i,j≤D
∣∣∣E [Y Fi (t)Y F ′j (0)]∣∣∣ ≤ cψ˜(t),
which is an integrable upper bound. By the dominated convergence theorem
q!‖gN,q‖
2
H⊗q
=
q!
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
Bd2N
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
Hd((BdN − t) ∩ B
d
N)
×
q∏
i=1
E
[
Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(0)
]
ν(dF ) ν(dF ′) dt
N→∞
−→ q!
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
Rd
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
q∏
i=1
E
[
Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(0)
]
ν(dF ) ν(dF ′) dt, (17)
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where we define the limit as σ2m,q. Note that we implicitly used H
d((BdN − t) ∩B
d
N)/H
d(BdN )→ 1
for N →∞ and t ∈ Rd. To see this consider the discussion following equation (3.22) in [14].
Condition (ii): We observe that
∞∑
q=1
lim
N→∞
q!‖gN,q‖
2 =
∞∑
q=1
lim
N→∞
E
[
Iq(gN,q)
2
]
by the Itoˆ isometry. Reversing some of the earlier manipulations the latter equals
∞∑
q=1
lim
N→∞
1
Hd(BdN )
E
 ∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
BdN
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2 .
Fatou’s Lemma and orthogonality yield the upper bound
lim inf
N→∞
1
Hd(BdN)
E
 ∞∑
q=1
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
BdN
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2 .
Partitioning the space Rd into translates of the unit cube [0, 1)d the latter without the limit inferior
equals
1
Hd(BdN)
∑
z1,z2∈Zd∩BdN+d
E
 ∞∑
q=1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
[0,1)d+z1
1{t ∈ BdN}H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
×
∞∑
q=1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
[0,1)d+z2
1{t ∈ BdN}H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
 .
We define τF,F
′
(t) := max{maxi
∑D
k=1 |E
[
Y Fi (0)Y
F ′
k (t)
]
|,maxk
∑D
i=1 |E
[
Y Fi (0)Y
F ′
k (t)
]
|} for t ∈
Rd, F, F ′ ∈ G(d, d−m), and note that due to (A3) there is a constant c > 0 so that τF,F
′
(t) ≤ cψ(t).
Moreover (A3) implies that for ρ ∈ (0, 1) and ρ < 1/c there is a constant s > 0 such that
ψ(t) ≤ ρ, for |t| ≥ s.
Using s, we split the above summation into one over IN1 := {(z1, z2) ∈ (Z
d∩BdN+d)
2 | ‖z1−z2‖∞ ≥
s+ 1} and IN2 := {(z1, z2) ∈ (Z
d ∩ BdN+d)
2 | ‖z1 − z2‖∞ ≤ s}. By Fubini’s theorem, orthogonality
and stationarity the first sum equals
∑
(z1,z2)∈IN1
∞∑
q=1
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
(−1,1)d
E
∑
|n|=q
c(n)H˜n(Y
F (t+ z1))
∑
|n|=q
c(n)H˜n(Y
F ′(z2))

×Hd([0, 1)d ∩ [0, 1)d − t ∩BdN − z2 ∩ B
d
N − t− z1) dt ν(dF ) ν(dF
′)Hd(BdN)
−1. (18)
Now, we use Lemma 1 in [3], which reads
Lemma 6.3 (Arcones 1994). Let V,W be two centered d-dimensional Gaussian random vectors
such that E[ViVj] = E[WiWj] = δij and let h : R
d → R have Hermite rank r ∈ N (i.e. r = inf{k ∈
N : ∃lj such that
∑d
j=1 lj = k and E[(h(N) − E[h(N)])H˜l(N)] 6= 0} where N ∼ Nd(0, I)). Define
τ := max{max1≤j≤d
∑d
k=1 |E[VjWk]|,max1≤k≤d
∑d
j=1 |E[VjWk]|}, which is assumed to be less than
1. Then we have
|E[(h(V )− E[h(V )])(h(W )− E[h(W )])]| ≤ τ rE[h(V )2].
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To apply this Lemma, we choose V = Y F
′
(z2), W = Y
F (t + z1) and hq : R
D → R given by
hq(x) :=
∑
n∈ND ,|n|=q c(n)H˜n(x). Then we have r = q and τ
F,F ′(t+ z1 − z2) ≤ cψ(t+ z1 − z2) < 1
for t ∈ (−1, 1)d and z1, z2 ∈ IN1 . Moreover we have
E
[
hq(Y
F ′(z2))
2
]
=
∑
n,n′∈ND ,|n|=|n′|=q
c(n′)c(n)E[H˜n(Y F
′
(0))H˜n′(Y
F ′(0))]
=
∑
n,n′∈ND ,|n|=|n′|=q
c(n′)c(n)
D∏
i=1
E[Hni(Y
F ′
i (0))Hn′i(Y
F ′
i (0))]
=
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(n)2n!
and for q ≥ 1 we obtain E
[
hq(Y
F ′(z2))
]
= E
[
hq(Y
F (t+ z1))
]
= 0. Thus we bound (18) by
KHd(BdN)
−1 ∑
(z1,z2)∈IN1
∞∑
q=1
∫
(−1,1)d
cqψ(t + z1 − z2)
q dt
∑
n∈ND,|n|=q
c(n)2n!,
where K ≥ 0 depends on d and m. Lemma 6.2(i) and ψ(t+ z1 − z2)q ≤ ρq−1ψ(t+ z1 − z2) yield
K/ρHd(BdN)
−1 ∑
(z1,z2)∈IN1
∫
(−1,1)d
ψ(t+ z1 − z2) dt
∞∑
q=1
qD(cρ)q,
as an upper bound, where K ≥ 0 depends on the covariance of X , d and m. By the estimate∑
(z1,z2)∈IN1
∫
(−1,1)d ψ(t+ z1 − z2) dt ≤ 2
d#{Zd ∩ BdN+d}
∫
Rd
ψ(t) dt we obtain the upper bound
2dK
ρ
#{Zd ∩ BdN+d}
Hd(BdN)
∫
Rd
ψ(t) dt
∞∑
q=1
qD(cρ)q.
The latter is finite since lim infN→∞
#{Zd∩BdN+d}
Hd(BdN )
= 1 and the series converges.
We now analyse the sum over IN2 and start by using the inequality ab ≤ a
2 + b2, a, b ∈ R, to
obtain the upper bound
2(2s+ 1)d
Hd(BdN)
∑
z∈Zd∩BdN+d
E
 ∞∑
q=1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
[0,1)d+z
1{t ∈ BdN}H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2 .
By stationarity the latter can be bounded by
2(2s+ 1)d
#{Zd ∩ BdN+d}
Hd(BdN)
sup
W⊂[0,1)d
convex
E
 ∞∑
q=1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2 ,
whose limit inferior is finite, since the supremum is finite by Lemma 6.2(ii).
Condition (iii): The r-th contraction of gN,q, cf. (16), with itself is given by
gN,q ⊗r gN,q(a1, . . . , a2q−2r)
=
∫
Rdr
1
Ndκd
∑
k∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
ϕFt,k1(λ1) . . . ϕ
F
t,kr(λr)
× ϕFt,kr+1(a1) . . . ϕ
F
t,kq(aq−r) dt ν(dF )
∑
l∈{1,...,D}q
b(l)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
ϕF
′
t′,l1
(λ1) . . . ϕF
′
t′,lr
(λr)
× ϕF
′
t′,lr+1(aq−r+1) . . . ϕ
F ′
t′,lq(a2q−2r) dt
′ ν(dF ′) (fλd)r(d(λ1, . . . , λr)),
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for a1, . . . , a2q−2r ∈ Rd. By Fubini’s theorem and (15) the above equals
1
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
r∏
i=1
∫
Rd
ϕFt,ki(λ)ϕ
F ′
t′,li
(λ) fλd(dλ)
×
q∏
i=r+1
ϕFt,ki(ai−r)ϕ
F ′
t′,li
(aq−2r+i) dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′)
=
1
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
r∏
i=1
E[Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(t′)]
×
q∏
i=r+1
ϕFt,ki(ai−r)ϕ
F ′
t′,li
(aq−2r+i) dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′).
Thus we obtain for the norm
‖gN,q ⊗r gN,q‖
2
H⊗(2q−2r)
=
∫
Rd(2q−2r)
1
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
r∏
i=1
E[Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(t′)]
×
q∏
i=r+1
ϕFt,ki(ai−r)ϕ
F ′
t′,li
(aq−2r+i) dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′)
×
1
Ndκd
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
r∏
i=1
E[Y Fki (t)Y
F ′
li
(t′)]
×
q∏
i=r+1
ϕFt,ki(ai−r)ϕ
F ′
t′,li
(aq−2r+i) dt dt′ ν(dF ) ν(dF ′) (fλd)2q−2r(d(a1, . . . , a2q−2r)).
And again Fubini’s theorem yields equality to
1
N2dκ2d
∑
k,l,k′,l′∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)b(k′)b(l′)
∫
· · ·
∫
(G(d,d−m))4
∫
· · ·
∫
(BdN )
4
×
q∏
i=r+1
∫
Rd
ϕF1t1,ki(λ)ϕ
F3
t3,k′i
(λ) fλd(dλ)
∫
Rd
ϕF2t2,li(λ)ϕ
F4
t4,l′i
(λ) fλd(dλ)
×
r∏
i=1
E[Y F1ki (t1)Y
F2
li
(t2)]E[Y
F3
k′i
(t3)Y
F4
l′i
(t4)] dt1 . . . dt4 ν(dF1) . . . ν(dF4),
which by (15) equals
1
N2dκ2d
∑
k,l,k′,l′∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)b(k′)b(l′)
×
∫
· · ·
∫
(G(d,d−m))4
∫
· · ·
∫
(BdN )
4
r∏
i=1
E[Y F1ki (t1)Y
F2
li
(t2)]E[Y
F3
k′i
(t3)Y
F4
l′i
(t4)]
×
q∏
i=r+1
E[Y F1ki (t1)Y
F3
k′i
(t3)]E[Y
F2
li
(t2)Y
F4
l′i
(t4)] dt1 . . . dt4 ν(dF1) . . . ν(dF4).
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By (A3) and stationarity there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all t ∈ Rd and F, F ′ ∈
G(d, d−m)
sup
1≤i,j≤D
∣∣∣E [Y Fi (t)Y F ′j (s)]∣∣∣ ≤ cψ(t− s)
and hence
‖gN,q ⊗r gN,q‖
2
H⊗(2q−2r)
≤
c2q
N2dκ2d
∑
k,l,k′,l′∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)b(k′)b(l′)
∫
· · ·
∫
(G(d,d−m))4
∫
· · ·
∫
(BdN )
4
ψ(t1 − t2)
r
× ψ(t3 − t4)
rψ(t1 − t3)
q−rψ(t2 − t4)q−r dt1 . . . dt4 ν(dF1) . . . ν(dF4)
= c2q
∑
k,l,k′,l′∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)b(k′)b(l′)
×
1
N2dκ2d
∫
· · ·
∫
(BdN )
4
ψ(t1 − t2)
rψ(t3 − t4)
rψ(t1 − t3)
q−rψ(t2 − t4)q−r dt1 . . . dt4︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Z(N)
.
Using the inequality arbq−r ≤ aq + bq for a = ψ(t3 − t4) and b = ψ(t1 − t3), we obtain
Z(N) ≤
1
N2dκ2d
∫
· · ·
∫
(BdN )
4
ψ(t1 − t2)
rψ(t3 − t4)
qψ(t2 − t4)
q−r dt1 . . . dt4
+
1
N2dκ2d
∫
· · ·
∫
(BdN )
4
ψ(t1 − t2)
rψ(t1 − t3)
qψ(t2 − t4)
q−r dt1 . . . dt4.
By (A3) we have ∞ > cn :=
∫
Rd
ψn(x) dx ≥
∫
BdN
ψn(x) dx, for n ∈ N, and therefore obtain the
following upper bound for the first summand
1
N2dκ2d
∫
· · ·
∫
(BdN )
3
ψ(t1 − t2)
rψ(t2 − t4)
q−r
∫
Rd
ψ(t3 − t4)
q dt3 dt1 dt2 dt4
≤
cq
N2dκ2d
∫
BdN
∫
BdN
ψ(t1 − t2)
r
∫
Rd
ψ(t2 − t4)
q−r dt4 dt1 dt2.
Repeating this argument yields the upper bound
cqcq−r
N2dκ2d
∫
BdN
∫
Rd
ψ(t1 − t2)
r dt1 dt2 =
cqcq−rcr
N2dκ2d
Ndκd.
Note that cqcq−rcr
Ndκd
N→∞
−→ 0. Proceeding analogously for the second summand yields
‖gN,q ⊗r gN,q‖
2
H⊗(2q−2r)
≤ c2q
∑
k,l,k′,l′∈{1,...,D}q
b(k)b(l)b(k′)b(l′)Z(N) N→∞−→ 0.
Condition (iv): By orthogonality
∞∑
q=Q+1
q!‖gN,q‖
2 = Hd(BdN)
−1
E
 ∞∑
q=Q+1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
BdN
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2 .
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The same computations as in the verification of condition (ii) bound the latter by
2dK
ρ
#{Zd ∩ BdN+d}
Hd(BdN)
∫
Rd
ψ(t)dt
∞∑
q=Q+1
qD(cρ)q +
2(2s+ 1)d
Hd(BdN )
×
∑
z∈Zd∩BdN+d
E
 ∞∑
q=Q+1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
[0,1)d
1{t+ z ∈ BdN}H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2 .
In the limit N → ∞ and then Q → ∞ the first summand vanishes, since the series is the tail of
a convergent series. The second summand needs more attention. We first split the summation
into one over the indices IN1 := {z ∈ Z
d ∩ BdN+d | z + [0, 1)
d ⊂ BdN} and one over I
N
2 := {z ∈
Zd ∩ BdN+d | z + [0, 1)
d ∩ (BdN)
c 6= ∅}. The sum over IN1 can be bounded by
2(2s+ 1)dE
 ∞∑
q=Q+1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
[0,1)d
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2
since #IN1 H
d(BdN)
−1 ≤ 1. Hence the latter tends to zero for Q → ∞ by Lemma 4.4. We bound
the summation over IN2 by
2(2s+ 1)d#IN2
Hd(BdN)
sup
W⊂[0,1)d convex
E
 ∞∑
q=1
∑
|n|=q
∫
G(d,d−m)
c(n)
∫
W
H˜n(Y
F (t)) dt ν(dF )
2 .
Lemma 6.2(ii) yields the upper bound
c2(2s+ 1)d#IN2 H
d(BdN)
−1,
which vanishes for N →∞. This shows the assertion.
7 A lower bound for the asymptotic variance
We follow the lines of [11, Lemma 2.2] and give a lower bound for the asymptotic variance.
Lemma 7.1. Let X be a real Gaussian field on Rd, which satisfies the assumptions (A1)–(A3).
We then have for m ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1} and σ2m given as in Theorem 2.1 that
σ2m ≥
[
d
d−m
]2
(2pi)mf(0)Hd−m(u)2φ(u)2.
Proof. Recall that according to Theorem 6.1 the asymptotic variance is given by
∑
q≥1 σ
2
m,q, where
σ2m,q is defined as the limit in condition (i) of that theorem. Hence, we obtain a lower bound for
the asymptotic variance by computing σ2m,1. By (17)
σ2m,1 =
∑
k,l∈{1,...,D}
b(k)b(l)
∫
Rd
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
E
[
Y Fk (t)Y
F ′
l (0)
]
ν(dF )ν(dF ′) dt,
where the coefficients b(·) are given by
b(k) =
∑
n∈ND,|n|=1
1{k ∈ An}
c(n)
|An|
.
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The sets An consist of only one element, namely the number of the component of n, which
contains the 1. Thus if we write ei ∈ R
D for the vector, whose components are 0 except for the
i-th component, which is 1, we obtain
b(k) = c(ek).
By the definition of the coefficients c(·), cf. (10), we see that c(ek) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , d −m and
therefore obtain
σ2m,1 =
D∑
k,l=d−m
c(ek)c(el)
∫
Rd
∫
G(d,d−m)
∫
G(d,d−m)
E
[
Y Fk (t)Y
F ′
l (0)
]
ν(dF ) ν(dF ′) dt.
We now show that ∫
Rd
E
[
X Fk (t)X
F ′
l (0)
]
dt = (2pi)df(0)δk,l(D,D),
for F, F ′ ∈ A(d, d − m) and k, l = 1, . . . , D. Consider the case (k, l) = (D,D). Then the
equality E
[
X FD (t)X
F ′
D (0)
]
= E [X(t)X(0)] = (2pi)d/2F(f)(t) holds, where F denotes the Fourier
transformation. By (A3) the spectral density f is continuous and E [X(t)X(0)] is integrable, which
yields that
∫
Rd
E [X(t)X(0)] dt = (2pi)df(0), via the Fourier cotransformation. In the cases, where
(k, l) 6= (D,D), at least one of the factors X FD or X
F ′
D is at least one directional derivative of the
field X , say in direction u ∈ Sd−1. This yields that E
[
X Fk (t)X
F ′
l (0)
]
equals, up to a power of −1,
the function ∂
∂u
g, where g is either the covariance function or a derivative of it. Thus by Fubini’s
theorem, we conclude that∫
Rd
E
[
X Fk (t)X
F ′
l (0)
]
dt =
∫
R
. . .
∫
R
∂
∂u
g(t1, . . . , td) dt1 . . . dtd
=
d∑
i=1
u(i)
∫
R
. . .
∫
R
∂
∂ti
g(t1, . . . , td) dti dt1 . . . dti . . . dtd
=
d∑
i=1
u(i)
∫
R
. . .
∫
R
g(t1, . . . , td)|
∞
ti=−∞ dt1 . . . dti . . . dtd
= 0,
where we used in the last line assumption (A3), that is, the covariance function and its derivatives
tend to 0 for ‖t‖ → ∞.
The definition of Y , cf. (6), implies
E
[
Y Fk (t)Y
F ′
l (0)
]
=
D∑
r=1
D∑
s=1
Λ−1l,rΛ
−1
k,sE
[
X Fr (t)X
F ′
s (0)
]
,
which yields ∫
Rd
E
[
Y Fk (t)Y
F ′
l (0)
]
dt = Λ−1l,DΛ
−1
k,D(2pi)
df(0)
and we conclude with Fubini’s theorem, that
σ2m,1 =
[
d
d−m
]2 D∑
k,l=d−m
c(ek)c(el)Λ
−1
l,DΛ
−1
k,D(2pi)
df(0) =
[
d
d−m
]2
c(eD)
2(Λ−1D,D)
2(2pi)df(0),
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where the last equality holds since Λ is lower triangular. In order to calculate the coefficients
c(eD), we have to analyse the covariance structure of X
F . We first write the K+1 := (d−m)(d−
m+ 1)/2 + 1 last coordinates of X F in the order((
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X
)
1≤i<j≤d−m
,
(
∂2
∂vi∂vi
X
)d−m
i=1
, X
)
.
Thus, using stationarity, isotropy and CovX(0) = 1, the covariance matrix of this vector at 0 is
given by
Cov
((
∂2
∂ti∂tj
X
)
i<j
)
Cov
((
∂2
∂ti∂tj
X
)
i<j
,
(
∂2
∂ti∂ti
X
)d−m
i=1
)
0
Cov
((
∂2
∂ti∂ti
X
)d−m
i=1
,
(
∂2
∂ti∂tj
X
)
i<j
)
Cov
((
∂2
∂ti∂ti
X
)d−m
i=1
)
−1
0 −1 1
 ,
which equals the product Λ2Λ
⊤
2 , where Λ2 ∈ R
K+1 is a lower triangular matrix, given in Lemma
4.1. We choose the matrix L ∈ RK×K , the vector l ∈ RK and α > 0 such that
Λ2 =
(
L 0
l⊤ α
)
.
Then the relation ‖l‖2 + α2 = 1 holds as well as Ll = (01×K ,−11×d−m). With this specific repre-
sentation of Λ2, we have
c(eD) = (2pi)
−(d−m)/2(−1)d−m
∫
RK×R
det(Ly)1{〈l, y〉+ αz ≥ u}zφK(y)φ(z) d(y, z)
= −(2pi)−(d−m)/2(−1)d−m
∫
RK×R
det(Ly)1{〈l, y〉+ αz ≥ u}φK(y)φ
′(z) d(y, z)
= (2pi)−(d−m)/2(−1)d−m
∫
RK
det(Ly)φK(y)φ
(
α−1(u− 〈l, y〉)
)
dy,
where we used that zφ(z) = −φ′(z) in the first line and Fubini’s theorem in the second. Using the
Hermite expansion of y 7→ det(Ly) given in [11, Lemma A.2], we obtain
c(eD) = (2pi)
−(d−m)/2(−1)d−m
∑
m∈NK ,|m|=d−m
βm
∫
RK
H˜m(y)φK(y)φ
(
α−1(u− 〈l, y〉)
)
dy
= (2pi)−(d−m)/2
∑
m∈NK ,|m|=d−m
βm
∫
RK
DmφK(y)φ
(
α−1(u− 〈l, y〉)
)
dy,
where Dmφ denotes ∂
|m|
∂tm1 ...∂tmK
φ and βm are real coefficients. Following the argument in [11], we
define h : RK → R, x 7→ φ(α−1〈l, y〉) and choose l′ such that 〈l, l′〉 = 1. We then obtain∫
RK
DmφK(y)φ
(
α−1(u− 〈l, y〉)
)
dy = (h ∗DmφK)(ul
′) = Dm(h ∗ φK)(ul′).
By [11, Remark A.4], which reads (h ∗ φK)(y) = αφ(〈l, y〉) for y ∈ RK , we obtain
Dm(h ∗ φK)(y) = αl
(m)φ(d−m)(〈l, y〉) = (−1)d−mαl(m)Hd−m(〈l, y〉)φ(〈l, y〉).
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Thus by [11, Lemma A.2] in the second equality
c(eD) = (2pi)
−(d−m)/2 ∑
m∈NK
|m|=d−m
βml
(m)(−1)d−mαHd−m(u)φ(u)
= (2pi)−(d−m)/2 det(Ll)(−1)d−mαHd−m(u)φ(u).
Note that the K-dimensional vector Ll corresponds to the symmetric (d−m)× (d−m)-matrix,
whose nondiagonal entries are given by the first (d − m)(d − m − 1)/2 entries of Ll and whose
diagonal is given by the d−m last entries of Ll, thus det(Ll) = (−1)d−m. Hence we obtain
c(eD) = (2pi)
−(d−m)/2αHd−m(u)φ(u)
and therefore conclude as asserted
σ2m,1 =
[
d
d−m
]2
(2pi)mf(0)Hd−m(u)2φ(u)2.
A Proofs of statements holding almost surely
Lemma A.1. Let X : Ω × Rd → R be an almost surely of class C2, stationary Gaussian field
satisfying (A2). Then for almost all ω ∈ Ω there is a measurable set A′(ω) ⊂ A(d, d−m), where
µ(A′(ω)c) = 0, such that
P
(
∃F ∈ A′∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0, X(t) = u
)
= 0,
P
(
∃F ∈ A′∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X|F )(t)) = 0
)
= 0,
P
(
∃F ∈ A′∃t ∈ ∂BdN ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0
)
= 0.
Proof. We show the details for the second equality. By an application of [2, Lemma 11.2.11],
choose T := Bd−mc(F,N), where c(F,N) denotes the radius of B
d
N ∩ F , f := ∇X
F
v(F ), u := 0, cf. (21),
we obtain
P(∃t ∈ Bd−mc(F,N) : ∇X
F
v(F )(t) = 0, det(D
2XFv(F )(t)) = 0) = 0
which yields by Fubini
E
[∫
A(d,d−m)
1{∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X|F )(t)) = 0}µ(dF )
]
=
∫
A(d,d−m)
P(∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X|F )(t)) = 0)µ(dF )
=
∫
A(d,d−m)
P(∃t ∈ Bd−mc(F,N) : ∇X
F
v(F )(t) = 0, det(D
2XFv(F )(t)) = 0)µ(dF )
= 0.
In order to show that the above integrand is P⊗ µ measurable, we define for t ∈ Rd the function
ft : Ω× A(d, d−m)→ R
d+1 by
ft(ω, F ) :=
(
piF ◦(∇(X(ω))(t)), det(piF ◦ ◦D
2(X(ω))(t) ◦ piF ◦)
)
,
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where piF ◦ denotes the projection onto F
◦. Note that ft(·, F ), F ∈ A(d, d − m), is measurable
and ft(ω, ·), ω ∈ Ω, is continuous, which implies that ft is measurable. Moreover the function
f·(ω, F ) is continuous on Rd and for t ∈ F the equalities piF ◦(∇(X(ω))(t)) = ∇(X(ω)|F )(t) and
piF ◦ ◦ D2(X(ω))(t) ◦ piF ◦ = D2(X(ω)|F )(t) hold. We deduce the measurability of the integrand
from the following
{(ω, F ) ∈ Ω× A(d, d−m) : ∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X(ω)|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X(ω)|F )(t)) = 0}
=
⋂
n∈N
⋃
t∈I
{
(ω, F ) ∈ Ω×A(d, d−m) : ft(ω, F ) ∈ B
d+1
1
n
, Bd1
n
(t) ∩ F 6= ∅
}
=
⋂
n∈N
⋃
t∈I
f−1t
(
Bd+11
n
)
∩
(
Ω× (FdBd1
n
(t) ∩A(d, d−m))
)
,
where I denotes a dense subset of BdN and F
d
Bd1
n
(t)
∩ A(d, d − m) is open in A(d, d −m), cf. the
discussion after [27, Theorem 13.2.5].
Thus we obtain the existence of the set B2 ∈ F ⊗ B(A(d, d −m)), such that P ⊗ µ(Bc2) = 0
and for all (ω, F ) ∈ B2, we have that
1{∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X(ω)|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X(ω)|F )(t)) = 0} = 0
⇔ ∀t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ¬(∇(X(ω)|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X(ω)|F )(t)) = 0).
We now define for ω ∈ Ω the ω-cross section of B2 as
B2,ω := {F ∈ A(d, d−m) | (ω, F ) ∈ B}
and observe, cf. [12, Thm. 1.22], that for almost all ω ∈ Ω
µ(Bc2,ω) = 0.
Similar reasoning, except that we use [2, Lemma 11.2.10] and [2, Lemma 11.2.12], yields sets
B1, B3 ∈ F ⊗ B(A(d, d −m)) and cross sections B1,ω, B3,ω, whose complements have µ measure
zero for almost all ω ∈ Ω. Thus for almost all ω the complement of A′(ω) := ∩3i=1Bi,ω has µ
measure zero, and we conclude
P(∃F ∈ A′∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X(ω)|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X(ω)|F )(t)) = 0)
= P(ω ∈ Ω | ∃F ∈ A(d, d−m) : (w, F ) ∈ ∩3i=1Bi
∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X(ω)|F )(t) = 0, det(D
2(X(ω)|F )(t)) = 0)
= P(∅) = 0.
And analogously
P(∃F ∈ A′∃t ∈ BdN ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0, X(t) = u) = 0,
P(∃F ∈ A′∃t ∈ ∂BdN ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0) = 0.
Lemma A.2. Let F ∈ A(d, d−m) andW ⊂ Rd be convex and bounded. Moreover let X : Ω×Rd →
R be a Gaussian field satisfying the assumptions:
(i) X has almost surely C2 paths.
(ii) There are almost surely no points t ∈ W ∩ F
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(a) such that ∇(X|F )(t) = 0 and X(t) = u.
(b) such that ∇(X|F )(t) = 0 and det(D
2(X|F )) = 0.
(iii) There are almost surely no points t ∈ ∂W ∩ F with ∇(X|F )(t) = 0.
Then
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) even}
−#{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) odd}
a.s.
= (−1)d−m lim
ε→0
∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det(D
2(X|F )(t)) dt.
Proof. We follow the proof of [2, Theorem 11.2.3].
We consider the points t1, . . . , tn ∈ W ∩ F with ∇(X|F )(ti) = 0 and ι−X,W∩F (ti) even, for
i = 1, . . . , n and note that there are only finitely many because of (ii)(b), the fact that W ∩ F is
compact and the implicit function theorem. Moreover, condition (iii) implies the existence of open
sets, with respect to the subspace topology, Ui ⊂W ∩F such that ti ∈ Ui, the sets U1, . . . , Un are
pairwise disjoint and Ui ∩ ∂W ∩ F = ∅, for i = 1, . . . , n.
Condition (ii)(a) yields that we can choose the open sets Ui, i = 1, . . . , n, small enough such
that either for all t ∈ Ui we have X(t) ∈ (u,∞) or for all t ∈ Ui we have X(t) ∈ (−∞, u). The
same line of reasoning yields open sets U ′1, . . . , U
′
n′ ⊂ W ∩ F containing the points t
′
1, . . . , t
′
n′
with ∇(X|F )(t′i) = 0 and ι−X,W∩F (t
′
i) odd, for i = 1, . . . , n
′, satisfying the same properties
as U1, . . . , Un. By continuity of the determinant and condition (ii)(b), we can choose the sets
U1, . . . , Un, U
′
1, . . . , U
′
n′ small enough such that the sign of det(D
2(X|F )) stays constant on those
sets. The last observation we need is that by contradiction, cf. [2, Lemma 11.2.3], we see the
existence of a number ε > 0 small enough such that
∇(X|F )
−1(Bdε ) ∩W ∩ F ⊂
n⋃
i=1
Ui ∪
n′⋃
i=1
U ′i . (19)
Now, by the inverse function theorem, we can choose the sets U1, . . . , Un, U
′
1, . . . , U
′
n′ and the
number ε small enough to obtain ∇(X|F ) bijective on the sets Ui and onto Bd−mε ⊂ F
◦. Notice
the abuse of notation in writing ∇(X|F )−1 for every inverse. Hence we have
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) even}
−#{t ∈ W ∩ F : X(t) ≥ u,∇(X|F )(t) = 0, ι−X,W∩F (t) odd}
=
n∑
i=1
∫
∇(X|F )(Ui)
δε(y)1{X(∇(X|F )
−1(y)) ≥ u}Hd−m(dy)
−
n′∑
i=1
∫
∇(X|F )(U ′i)
δε(y)1{X(∇(X|F )
−1(y)) ≥ u}Hd−m(dy).
We obtain with the substitution rule the equality to
n∑
i=1
∫
Ui
δε(∇(X|F )(t))1{X(t) ≥ u}| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| H
d−m(dt)
−
n′∑
i=1
∫
U ′i
δε(∇(X|F )(t))1{X(t) ≥ u}| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| H
d−m(dt). (20)
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Since the sign of det(D2(X|F )) is constant on the sets U1, . . . , Un, U ′1, . . . , U
′
n′ and furthermore,
by definition of ι, the equality sign(det(D2(X|F (ti)))) = (−1)
d−m−ι−X,W∩F (ti) holds as well as the
same relation for the points t′i, we have
sign(det(D2(X|F (t)))) = (−1)
d−m, for all t ∈ Ui,
sign(det(D2(X|F (t)))) = −(−1)
d−m, for all t ∈ U ′j ,
for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , n′. Therefore (20) equals
(−1)d−m
( n∑
i=1
∫
Ui
δε(∇(X|F )(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det(D
2(X|F )(t))H
d−m(dt)
+
n′∑
i=1
∫
U ′i
δε(∇(X|F )(t))1{X(t) ≥ u} det(D
2(X|F )(t))H
d−m(dt)
)
,
which yields together with (19) the assertion.
B Proof of Lemma 3.1
In the remaining part of the appendix we give a proof of Lemma 3.1. Lemmata B.1 – B.6 are
invoked in the proof of Lemma 3.1 (i).
Proof (Lemma 3.1). To prove (i) we use refined methods of [11, Proposition 1.1 (1)]. In order
to apply the Rice formulas, cf. [4, Chapter 6], we define the Gaussian field XFv(F ) on R
d−m, for
F ∈ A(d, d−m) and with v(F ) := (v1, . . . , vd−m) denoting an orthonormal basis of F ◦, by setting
XFv(F )(s) := (X ◦ ρ
F
v(F ))(s), (21)
where ρFv(F ) : R
d−m → F ⊂ Rd is defined as x 7→ σv(F )(x) + p, σv(F ) : Rd−m → Rd is given by
x 7→ (v1| . . . |vd−m)x and p ∈ F is such that d(0, F ) = inf{|y| | y ∈ F} = d(0, p). We then have
∇XFv(F )(t) = ∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) and D
2XFv(F )(t) = D
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t))
for t ∈ Rd−m. Since ∇(X|F )(t) =
∑d−m
i=1 ∂/∂viX(t)vi, we obtain for y ∈ F
◦ that
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y} = #{s ∈ W
F
v(F ) : ∇X
F
v(F )(s) = (〈y, v1〉, . . . , 〈y, vd−m〉)},
where W Fv(F ) denotes (ρ
F
v(F ))
−1(W ∩ F ). Note that diam(W Fv(F )) ≤ diam(W ) < ∞ and that we
abbreviate yv(F ) := (σv(F ))−1(y) = (〈y, v1〉, . . . , 〈y, vd−m〉).
By (A1) and [4, Proposition 6.5] the assumptions of the Rice formula in [4, Theorem 6.2] are
satisfied for fixed F and we therefore obtain
E
[
#{t ∈ W Fv(F ) : ∇X
F
v(F )(t) = y
v(F )}
]
=
∫
WF
v(F )
E
[
| detD2XFv(F )(t)| | ∇X
F
v(F )(t) = y
v(F )
]
p∇XF
v(F )
(t)(y
v(F )) dt,
where p∇XF
v(F )
(t)(y
v(F )) denotes the probability density of ∇XFv(F )(t) at point y
v(F ). Stationarity
and isotropy imply that
(
∂
∂vi
X(t)
)d−m
i=1
D
=
(
∂
∂ti
X(0)
)d−m
i=1
and that the first and second derivatives
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are independent at equal times. Thus the above equals∫
WF
v(F )
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t))| | ∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) = y
v(F )
]
p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))(y
v(F )) dt
=
∫
WF
v(F )
E
[
| detD2v(F )X(0)|
]
p∇v(F )X(0)(y
v(F )) dt
= E
[
| detD2v(F )X(0)|
]
p ∂
∂t1
X(0)... ∂
∂td−m
X(0)(y
v(F ))Hd−m(W ∩ F ) (22)
≤ E
[
| detD2v(F )X(0)|
]
p ∂
∂t1
X(0)... ∂
∂td−m
X(0)(0)H
d−m(W ∩ F ).
Observe that
E
[
| detD2v(F )X(0)|
]
≤ E
[
1 + det(D2v(F )X(0))
2
]
and that by Hadamard’s inequality, cf. [5, Fact 8.17.11]
det(D2v(F )X(0))
2 ≤
d−m∏
i=1
d−m∑
k=1
(
∂2
∂vi∂vk
X(0)
)2
=
d−m∑
k1=1
. . .
d−m∑
kd−m=1
d−m∏
i=1
(
∂2
∂vi∂vki
X(0)
)2
.
Hence, we obtain with the definition Y kj :=
∂2
∂vr∂vk⌊(j+1)/2⌋
X(0) for j = 1, . . . , 2(d−m), that
E
[
det(D2v(F )X(0))
2
]
≤
d−m∑
k1=1
. . .
d−m∑
kd−m=1
E
2(d−m)∏
j=1
Y kj

=
d−m∑
k1=1
. . .
d−m∑
kd−m=1
∑
E
[
Y kj1Y
k
j2
]
. . .E
[
Y kj2(d−m)−1Y
k
j2(d−m)
]
,
where the last line follows from Wick’s formula, cf. [2, Lemma 11.6.1], and the sum is taken over
the (2(d−m))!/(2d−m(d−m)!) possibilities of choosing d−m pairs of Y k1 , . . . , Y
k
2(d−m), where the
order of the pairs does not matter. We conclude from E
[
Y kj Y
k
j′
]
≤ ψ˜(0) ≤ d2ψ(0), cf. (A3), that
E
[
det(D2v(F )X(0))
2
]
≤ cψd−m(0)
and that the expectation is finite independently of F .
By (A1), (A2) and [4, Proposition 6.5] the required conditions of the Rice formula in [4,
Theorem 6.3] are satisfied and an application of the latter yields
E
[
#{t ∈ W Fv(F ) : ∇X
F
v(F )(t) = y
v(F )}(#{t ∈ W Fv(F ) : ∇X
F
v(F )(t) = y
v(F )} − 1)
]
=
∫
WF
v(F )
∫
WF
v(F )
E
[
| detD2XFv(F )(t) detD
2XFv(F )(t
′)| | ∇XFv(F )(t) = ∇X
F
v(F )(t
′) = yv(F )
]
× p∇XF
v(F )
(t)∇XF
v(F )
(t′)(y
v(F ), yv(F )) dt dt′,
where p∇XF
v(F )
(t1)∇XFv(F )(t2)(y
v(F ), yv(F )) denotes the density of the 2(d − m)-dimensional random
vector (∇XFv(F )(t),∇X
F
v(F )(t
′)) at point (yv(F ), yv(F )). By stationarity and Fubini’s theorem the
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above equals∫
WF
v(F )
−WF
v(F )
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
× p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F ))Hd−m(W Fv(F ) ∩ (W
F
v(F ) − t)) dt
≤
∫
WF
v(F )
−WF
v(F )
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
× p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F ))Hd−m(W Fv(F ) ∩ (W
F
v(F ) − t)) dt, (23)
where E(F, t, y) denotes the event {∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) = ∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)) = y
v(F )}. To obtain
the finiteness of the latter integral, we apply Lemmata B.2 and B.3 from the appendix with
N := 2 sup{‖x‖ | x ∈ W}, which provide an integrable upper bound for the integrand. Note that
all constants, appearing in these lemmata, are independent of F ∈ A(d, d−m) and we therefore
obtain the assertion.
We continue with the proof of (ii), which uses the ideas in [11, Proposition 1.1 (2)]. We
abbreviate
G(F, t, y) := E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
× p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F )).
The application of Rice’s formula in (22) shows that the first moment of the counting variable
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y} is continuous in y. Thus it remains to show the continuity of the
second factorial moment, which can be written, using Rice’s formula, cf. equation (23), as
ϕ(F, y) :=
∫
WF
v(F )
−WF
v(F )
G(F, t, y)Hd−m(W Fv(F ) ∩ (W
F
v(F ) − t)) dt.
Lemmata B.2 and B.3 yield that for any number η > 0 there exists a number ε > 0 such that∫
Bd−mε
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
×p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F )) dt < η,
uniformly in y ∈ F ◦ ∩D. Thus for y, y′ ∈ F ◦ ∩D
|ϕ(F, y)− ϕ(F, y′)| ≤ 2cη + c
∫
WF
v(F )
−WF
v(F )
\Bd−mε
|G(F, t, y)−G(F, t, y′)|dt. (24)
Observe now that by Gaussian regression, cf. [4, Proposition 1.2], we obtain
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
= E
[
| det(A(F, t)yv(F ) + Z(F, t)) det(A′(F, t)yv(F ) + Z ′(F, t))|
]
= E
[∣∣∣ det(Z(F, t)(k−1)(d−m)+l + d−m∑
i=1
A(k−1)(d−m)+l,i(F, t)y
v(F )
i
)d−m
k,l=1
× det
(
Z ′(F, t)(k−1)(d−m)+l +
d−m∑
i=1
A′(k−1)(d−m)+l,i(F, t)y
v(F )
i
)d−m
k,l=1
∣∣∣] ,
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for suitable matrices A(F, t) and A′(F, t), random vectors Z(F, t) and Z ′(F, t). Thus for a difference
of the above expression in y and y′, we can use the reverse triangle inequality and expand the
determinant, to obtain the continuity of the conditional expectation in y. Hence, G(F, t, ·) is
continuous as a product of continuous functions.
To apply dominated convergence for y′ → y in (24), observe that Lemmata B.2 and B.3 yield
for t ∈ W Fv(F ) the estimates
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ c‖t‖2(c+ c‖y‖4(d−m−1))1/2(c+ c‖y‖4)1/2
≤ c‖t‖2 sup
y∈D
(c+ c‖y‖4(d−m−1))1/2(c+ c‖y‖4)1/2
and
p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F )) ≤ c‖t‖−(d−m)1U(t) + c1U(t),
where c > 0 is a constant independent of t and y, and U is a neighborhood of 0. Thus we obtain
an integrable upper bound for |G(F, t, y)−G(F, t, y′)| independent of y′. We conclude
lim
y′→y
|ϕ(F, y)− ϕ(F, y′)| ≤ 2cη + c
∫
WF
v(F )
−WF
v(F )
\Bd−mε
lim
y′→y
|G(F, t, y)−G(F, t, y′)| dt = 2cη.
Taking the limit η → 0 yields the assertion.
We conclude part (iii) by following the lines of [11, Proposition 1.2]. We first show that for
F ∈ A(d, d−m)∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| dt
L2(P)
−→
ε→0
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}.
Note that by the same proof as used for Lemma A.2, whose preliminaries, for fixed F ∈ A(d, d−m),
are checked in [2, Lemma 11.2.10 - 11.2.12], we obtain almost sure convergence. Thus we obtain
by an application of Fatou’s Lemma
E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}
2
]
≤ lim inf
ε→0
E
[(∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| dt
)2]
≤ lim sup
ε→0
E
[(∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| dt
)2]
.
An application of the coarea formula, cf. [13, Theorem 3.2.12], yields∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))| det(D
2(X|F )(t))|dt =
∫
F ◦
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y}δε(y) dy,
which leads to the upper bound
lim sup
ε→0
E
[(∫
F ◦
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y}δε(y) dy
)2]
≤ lim sup
ε→0
E
[∫
F ◦
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y}
2δε(y) dy
]
= lim sup
ε→0
∫
F ◦
E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = y}
2
]
δε(y) dy
= E
[
#{t ∈ W ∩ F : ∇(X|F )(t) = 0}
2
]
,
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where we used Jensen’s inequality in the second line and point (ii) in the last. This shows the
assertion. Together with the fact that
|ξW (F, ε)| ≤
∫
W∩F
δε(∇(X|F )(t))| det(D
2(X|F )(t))| dt
and Lemma A.2, whose assumptions, for fixed F , are again checked in [2, Section 11.2], we conclude
the lemma by a variant of the dominated convergence theorem, cf. [12, Theorem 1.20], and note
that especially ξW (F ) ∈ L2(P).
Lemma B.1. For real numbers c1, c2 ∈ R and v ∈ R
d define the matrix A := c1Id + c2vv
⊤. Then
detA = cd1 + c
d−1
1 c2‖v‖
2.
Proof. Note that for c ∈ R and u ∈ v⊥, we obtain
(Id + cvv
⊤)v = (1 + c‖v‖2)v and (Id + cvv⊤)u = u.
Thus the linear mapping associated with the matrix Id+cvv
⊤ has the eigenvalues 1+c‖v‖2, 1, . . . , 1,
yielding
det(Id + cvv
⊤) = 1 + c‖v‖2.
Hence by choosing c := c2/c1 — for c1 = 0 the lemma holds trivially — we obtain
det(A) = cd1 det(Id + cvv
⊤) = cd1 + c
d−1
1 c2‖v‖
2.
Lemma B.2. There is a constant c, depending on the covariance structure of X, d, m and N ,
and an open neighborhood U ⊂ Rd−m of 0, such that for F ∈ A(d, d−m), t ∈ U and y ∈ F ◦
p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F )) ≤ c‖t‖−(d−m).
Furthermore, there exists a constant c, depending on the covariance structure of X, d, m and N ,
such that for F ∈ A(d, d−m), t ∈ Bd−m2N \ U and y ∈ F
◦
p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F )) ≤ c.
Proof. Note first that
p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(y
v(F ), yv(F )) ≤ p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(0, 0),
since
(
∇v(F )X(ρ
F
v(F )(t)),∇v(F )X(ρ
F
v(F )(0))
)
is a 2(d−m)-dimensional, centered Gaussian vector.
In order to bound the right side, we have to bound the determinant of this vector’s covariance
matrix from below. The covariance matrix is given by Id−m
(
− ∂
2
∂vi∂vj
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))
)d−m
i,j=1(
− ∂
2
∂vi∂vj
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))
)d−m
i,j=1
Id−m
 ,
by (5) and E
[
∂
∂vi
X(t) ∂
∂vj
X(t′)
]
= − ∂
2
∂vi∂vj
(CovX)(t − t′) for i, j = 1, . . . , d − m and t, t′ ∈ Rd.
Using [5, 2.8.4], the determinant of this matrix equals
det
(
Id−m −
(
∂2
∂vi∂vj
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))
)2
i,j=1,...,d−m
)
.
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By isotropy, stationarity and the differentiability of X , cf. (A1), there exists R : [0,∞)→ R, r 7→
CovX(re1) of class C
6, such that CovX(t) = R(‖t‖) for t ∈ Rd. Differentiating this identity yields
for t ∈ Rd \ {0}
D2CovX(t) = R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1Id + (R′′(‖t‖)‖t‖−2 − R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−3)(titj)di,j=1
and we obtain
D2v(F ) Cov
X(t) =
(
v1| · · · |vd−m
)⊤
D2CovX(t)
(
v1| · · · |vd−m
)
= R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1Id−m + (R′′(‖t‖)‖t‖−2 −R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−3)(〈vi, t〉〈vj, t〉)d−mi,j=1.
Thus for 0 6= t ∈ Rd−m, we conclude
D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t)) = R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1Id−m + (R′′(‖t‖)‖t‖−2 −R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−3)(titj)d−mi,j=1. (25)
Note that the right side is independent of the specific affine subspace F as a result of the rotational
invariance of CovX . Moreover, note that
(
(titj)
d−m
i,j=1
)2
= ‖t‖2(titj)
d−m
i,j=1, for t ∈ R
d−m, and thus
D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2 = (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2Id−m + (R′′(‖t‖)‖t‖−2 −R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−3)
× (2R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1 + ‖t‖2(R′′(‖t‖)‖t‖−2 −R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−3))(titj)
d−m
i,j=1
= (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2Id−m + ‖t‖−2(R′′(‖t‖)2 − (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)(titj)d−mi,j=1. (26)
We now apply Lemma B.1 to establish for the determinant
det
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2
)
= (1− (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)d−m − (1− (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)d−m−1
× ‖t‖−2(R′′(‖t‖)2 − (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)‖t‖2
= (1− (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)d−m − (1− (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)d−m−1(R′′(‖t‖)2 − (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)
= (1− (R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)2)d−m−1(1− R′′(‖t‖)2). (27)
Hence the determinant is independent of F ∈ A(d, d − m) and continuous in t ∈ Rd−m \ {0}.
Therefore, we can bound the density independently of F and y for t ∈ Bd−m2N \U , where U ⊂ R
d−m
is a open set containing 0.
We now prove the asserted estimate for a neighborhood of 0 and therefore use Taylor’s theorem
twice, to obtain the expansions up to the fifth derivative
R′(r) =
4∑
k=0
R(k+1)(0)
k!
rk + o(r4) and R′′(r) =
3∑
k=0
R(k+2)(0)
k!
rk + o(r3),
for r → 0. Note that due to (A1), we have R′′(0) = −1 and moreover, odd derivatives of R vanish
at 0 due to the stationarity of X , cf. [2, (5.5.3),(5.5.5)]. We therefore obtain
R′(‖t‖) = −‖t‖+
µ
3!
‖t‖3 + o(‖t‖4) and R′′(‖t‖) = −1 +
µ
2
‖t‖2 + o(‖t‖3) (28)
for ‖t‖ → 0, where µ := E
[
∂2
∂t1∂t1
X(0)2
]
> 0 by (A2). We conclude with equation (27)
det
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2
)
= 3
(µ
3
)d−m
‖t‖2(d−m) + o(‖t‖2(d−m)+1),
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for ‖t‖ → 0 and uniformly in F . We therefore find a neighborhood U ⊂ Rd−m of 0 and a constant
c > 0 independent of F and y, such that
det
(
Id−m −D
2
v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2
)
≥ c‖t‖2(d−m),
for t ∈ U . From this estimate, the asserted bound
p∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t))∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))(0, 0) = (2pi)
−(d−m) det
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2
)− 1
2
≤ c‖t‖−(d−m) (29)
follows.
Lemma B.3. There is a constant c, depending on the covariance structure of X, N , d and m,
such that for F ∈ A(d, d−m), where F ∩ BdN 6= ∅, t ∈ B
d−m
2N and y ∈ F
◦
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ c‖t‖2(1 + ‖y‖4(d−m−1))
1
2 (1 + ‖y‖4)
1
2 .
Proof. We start with an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain for t ∈ Rd−m
E
[
| detD2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) detD
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))| | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ E
[
det(D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t)))
2 | E(F, t, y)
]1
2 E
[
det(D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)))
2 | E(F, t, y)
]1
2
= E
[
det(D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)))
2 | E(F,−t, y)
]1
2 E
[
det(D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)))
2 | E(F, t, y)
]1
2
where we used stationarity in the last equation. We bound the right factor by a bound solely
depending on the norm of t, hence giving a bound for the left one as well.
We first use Hadamard’s inequality, cf. [5, Fact 8.17.11], which reads: For a symmetric and
positive semidefinite matrix A ∈ R(d−m)×(d−m) and an orthonormal basis (u1, . . . , ud−m) of Rd−m,
we have that
det(A) ≤
d−m∏
i=1
〈Aui, ui〉.
Note that for t ∈ Rd−m, we have
t⊤D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))
2t = (D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))t)
⊤D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))t ≥ 0
and therefore we obtain for t ∈ Rd−m \ {0} and a suitable choice of (u2, . . . , ud−m)
det(D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)))
2 ≤
〈
D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))
2 t
‖t‖
,
t
‖t‖
〉 d−m∏
i=2
〈D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))
2ui, ui〉
≤ ‖t‖−2‖D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))t‖
2‖D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))‖
2(d−m−1), (30)
where we used the symmetry of D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)), Cauchy-Schwarz and a matrix norm that is
compatible to the Euclidean norm and submultiplicative, e.g. the induced Euclidean norm. Define
now the mapping
Yt : [0, 1]→ R
d−m, x 7→ ∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(xt)), for t ∈ R
d−m,
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to obtain Yt(0) = ∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)), Yt(1) = ∇v(F )X(ρ
F
v(F )(t)) and
Y ′t (x) = D((
∂
∂vi
X)d−mi=1 ◦ ρ
F
v(F ) ◦ ·t)(x) = D
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(xt))t,
thus Y ′t (0) = D
2
v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))t. Calculating the second derivative of Yt yields for the j-th
component of Y ′′t , j = 1, . . . , d−m,
Y ′′t,j(x) =
d∑
i=1
∂
∂x
∂2
∂vjvi
(X)(ρFv(F )(xt))ti =
〈
∂
∂vj
D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(xt))t, t
〉
,
where ∂
∂vj
D2v(F )X :=
(
∂
∂vj
∂2
∂vi∂vj
X
)d−m
i,j=1
Using Taylor’s theorem for the mapping Y at 0 and evalu-
ating the expansion at 1, yields
Yt(1) = Yt(0) + Y
′
t (0) +
1
2
(
Y ′′t,1(ξ1), . . . , Y
′′
t,d−m(ξd−m)
)
,
for suitable points ξ1, . . . , ξd−m ∈ [0, 1]. Conditioning of the latter equation on the event given by
E(F, t, y) = {∇v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(t)) = ∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)) = y
v(F )} leads to
D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))t = −
1
2
(〈
∂
∂vi
D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(ξit))t, t
〉)d−m
i=1
.
By taking norms, an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in every component and the
compatibility of the matrix norm, we obtain
‖D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))t‖
2 ≤
1
4
‖t‖4
d−m∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂viD2v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(ξit))
∥∥∥∥2
≤
1
4
‖t‖4
d−m∑
i=1
sup
x∈[0,1]
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂viD2v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
∥∥∥∥2 .
Hence, we conclude with (30) and several applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the
last line
E
[
det(D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)))
2 | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ c‖t‖−2E
[
‖D2v(F )X(ρ
F
v(F )(0))t‖
2‖D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))‖
2(d−m−1) | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ c‖t‖2
d−m∑
i=1
E
[
sup
x∈[0,1]
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂viD2v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
∥∥∥∥2 ‖D2v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(0))‖2(d−m−1) | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ c‖t‖2E
[
‖D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))‖
4(d−m−1) | E(F, t, y)
]1
2
×
d−m∑
i=1
E
[
sup
x∈[0,1]
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂viD2v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
∥∥∥∥4 | E(F, t, y)
]1
2
. (31)
Invoking the Lemmata B.5 and B.6, we conclude the proof.
Before we prove the upper bound for the conditional expectations, we prove the following
auxiliary lemma.
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Lemma B.4. There exists a constant c > 0 depending on X, d, m and N , such that for all
F ∈ A(d, d−m), where F ∩BdN 6= ∅, t ∈ B
d−m
2N and α, β, γ = 1, . . . , d, we have that∥∥∥(Id−m −D2v(F )(CovX)(σv(F )(t)))−1∥∥∥ ≤ c,∥∥∥∥∥
(
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))
)d−m
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥
2 ∥∥∥(Id−m −D2v(F )(CovX)(σv(F )(t))2)−1∥∥∥ ≤ c,
sup
x∈[0,1]
∥∥∥∥∥
(
−
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(xt))
)d−m
i=1
+
(
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )((x− 1)t))
)d−m
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥ ∥∥∥(Id−m +D2v(F )(CovX)(σv(F )(t)))−1∥∥∥ ≤ c.
Proof. We distinguish the case t ∈ Bd−m2N \ U , where U is open and contains 0, and the case in
which t ∈ U . Note that for the different inequalities U may be chosen different and we think of
the matrix norm as the one, which suits us most, knowing that we can bound one by a multiple
of the other.
We start with t ∈ Bd−m2N \ U and think of the norm as the spectral norm. Observe that in this
case
‖A−1‖ = |λmin(A)|−1,
where A is an invertible, symmetric matrix and λmin(A) denotes the eigenvalue of A with smallest
absolute value. Furthermore, we see by Lemma B.1 and equation (25), resp. equation (26), that
the coefficients of the polynomials in λ
det(Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))− λId−m),
det(Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2 − λId−m),
det(Id−m +D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))− λId−m),
are independent of F but continuous in t ∈ Bd−m2N \ U . Due to (A2), we know that
0 6= detCov
(
∇v(F )X(0),∇v(F )X(σ
v(F )(t))
)
= det
(
Id−m − (D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t)))2
)
= det
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)
det
(
Id−m +D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)
,
for t 6= 0 and therefore none of the involved matrices has eigenvalue 0. And since the zeros of a
polynomial are continuous in the coefficients, we conclude that the norms
‖(Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t)))−1‖,
‖(Id−m −D
2
v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2)−1‖,
‖(Id−m +D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t)))−1‖
are bounded for t ∈ Bd−m2N \U , independently of F . In order to bound the supremum of the norm∥∥∥(− ∂4∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi (CovX)(σv(F )(xt)))d−mi=1 + ( ∂4∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi (CovX)(σv(F )((x− 1)t)))d−mi=1 ∥∥∥ for x ∈ [0, 1] as
well as the norm
∥∥∥∥( ∂3∂tα∂tβ∂vi (CovX)(σv(F )(t)))d−mi=1
∥∥∥∥, we bound the directional derivatives by the
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partial ones and use the continuity, as shown exemplarily in the following:∥∥∥∥∥
(
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))
)d−m
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
d−m∑
i=1
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))2
=
d−m∑
i=1
(
d∑
γ=1
v
(γ)
i
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))
)2
,
which can be bounded by
(d−m)
 d∑
γ=1
sup
s∈Bd2N
∣∣∣∣ ∂3∂tα∂tβ∂tγ CovX(s)
∣∣∣∣
2 <∞,
independently of F and t.
To analyse the behaviour for t near 0, observe that Id−m − D2v(F ) Cov
X(t)
‖t‖→0
−→ 2Id−m and
thus ‖(Id−m −D2v(F ) Cov
X(t))−1‖ → 1
2
. Hence, there is no singularity at t = 0 and the norm can
easily be bounded using continuity arguments as above. Since Id−m +D2v(F ) Cov
X(t)
‖t‖→0
−→ 0, this
is different in the other cases. We proceed with the second inequality of the assertion and use the
identity (26) and the Taylor expansion derived in (28), to obtain for 0 6= t ∈ Rd−m and ‖t‖ → 0(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2
)−1
= (Θ(t) +O(‖t‖4))−1,
uniformly in F , where Θ(t) := µ
3
‖t‖2Id−m + 23µ(titj)
d−m
i,j=1. Since, cf. Lemma B.1,
detΘ(t) = (µ/3‖t‖2)d−m + (µ/3‖t‖2)d−m−12/3µ‖t‖2 6= 0
for t 6= 0, we conclude that Θ(t) is invertible and we denote its inverse by ∆(t), for t 6= 0. Observe
that for α ≥ 0 the identity Θ(αt) = α2Θ(t) holds and therefore ∆(αt) = α−2∆(t). Thus we obtain(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2
)−1
= ∆(t)
(
Id−m − O(‖t‖4)∆(t)
)−1
.
Now, we can conclude from [5, Proposition 9.4.13], that for a given matrix A with ‖A(t)‖ → 0 for
‖t‖ → 0, we have ‖(I − A(t))−1‖ ≤ 1 + ‖A(t)‖ + o(‖A(t)‖). Before we apply this result, observe
that
sup
u∈Sd−1
‖∆(u)‖
is actually a maximum and moreover independent of F . To see this, think of the norm again as
the spectral norm and observe by Lemma B.1, that the zeros of the polynomial in λ
det(Θ(u)− λId−m)
are independent of F but continuous in u ∈ Sd−1, from which we conclude the assertion. Thus we
obtain
‖(Id−m − O(‖t‖
4)∆(t))−1‖ ≤ 1 + ‖O(‖t‖4)∆(t)‖+ o(‖O(‖t‖4)∆(t)‖)
= 1 +O(‖t‖2) + o(‖t‖2)
= 1 +O(‖t‖2),
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for ‖t‖ → 0, where we used that ‖O(‖t‖4)∆(t)‖ = ‖O(‖t‖4)‖t‖−2∆(t/‖t‖))‖ = O(‖t‖2) and
g ∈ o(O(f)) yields g ∈ o(f). Hence, we conclude
‖
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2
)−1
‖ ≤ ‖∆(t)‖(1 +O(‖t‖2))
= O(‖t‖−2)
for ‖t‖ → 0 and uniformly in F . Taylor’s theorem applied to ∂
3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(·)) yields for
i = 1, . . . , d−m, 0 6= t ∈ Rd−m and ξ ∈ [0, 1]
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(t)) =
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
CovX(0) +
d−m∑
j=1
∂
∂tj
(
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
CovX ◦σv(F ))(ξtj)tj
= O(‖t‖),
since ∂
3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
CovX(0) = 0 by stationarity, cf. [2, Equation (5.5.3)]. Note this equality holds
uniformly in F , since ∂
∂tj
( ∂
3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
CovX ◦σv(F )(t)) can be bounded independently of F for t ∈
Bd−m2N . Therefore, we conclude∥∥∥∥∥
(
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(t))
)d−m
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥
2 ∥∥(Id−m −D2v(F )(CovX)(σv(F )(t))2)−1∥∥ = O(1),
for ‖t‖ → 0 and uniformly in F .
To show the last inequality of the assertion, we use identity (25) and the Taylor expansion in
(28), to obtain for 0 6= t ∈ Rd−m
Id−m +D
2
v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t)
= (1 +R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)Id−m + ‖t‖−2(R′′(‖t‖)−R′(‖t‖)‖t‖−1)(titj)d−mi,j=1
=
µ
6
‖t‖2Id−m +
µ
3
(titj)
d−m
i,j=1 +O(‖t‖
4)
=
1
2
Θ(t) +O(‖t‖4).
The same approach as before, yields∥∥(Id−m +D2v(F )(CovX)(σv(F )(t)))−1∥∥ = O(‖t‖−2)
uniformly in F . Taylor’s theorem applied to − ∂
4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(x·)), yields for t ∈ Bd−m2N ,
i = 1, . . . , d−m and x ∈ [0, 1]
−
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(xt)) = −
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
CovX(0) +O(‖t‖2),
since ∂
5
∂tj∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
CovX(0) = 0, j = 1, . . . , d, as X is stationary, cf. [2, Equation (5.5.3)]. We
note that this equality holds uniformly in F and x ∈ [0, 1]. Analogously, we obtain
−
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )((x− 1)t)) = −
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
CovX(0) +O(‖t‖2)
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uniformly in F and x ∈ [0, 1]. Thus
sup
x∈[0,1]
∥∥∥∥∥
(
−
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )(xt))
)d−m
i=1
+
(
∂4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
(CovX)(σv(F )((x− 1)t))
)d−m
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥ = O(‖t‖2)
and therefore the assertion of the lemma follows.
Lemma B.5. There is a constant c > 0, such that for F ∈ A(d, d − m), where F ∩ BdN 6= ∅,
t ∈ Bd−m2N and y ∈ F
◦
E
[
‖D2v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0))‖
4(d−m−1) | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ c(1 + ‖y‖4(d−m−1)).
Since the proofs of Lemmata B.5 and B.6 follow the same idea, we only show the proof of
Lemma B.6.
Lemma B.6. There is a constant c > 0, such that for F ∈ A(d, d − m), where F ∩ BdN 6= ∅,
t ∈ Bd−m2N , y ∈ F
◦, i ∈ {1, . . . , d−m}
E
[
sup
x∈[0,1]
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂viD2v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
∥∥∥∥4 | E(F, t, y)
]
≤ c(1 + ‖y‖4).
Proof. We start with the following estimate
sup
x∈[0,1]
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂viD2v(F )(X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
∥∥∥∥4 ≤ (d−m)4d9 d∑
α,β,γ=1
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ∂3∂tα∂tβ∂tγ (X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
∣∣∣∣4 ,
by Jensen’s inequality and and the fact that (v1, . . . , vd−m) is an orthonormal basis. By using
Gaussian regression, cf. [4, Proposition 1.2], we obtain
E
[
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ∂3∂tα∂tβ∂tγ (X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
∣∣∣∣4 | E(F, t, y)
]
= E
[
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ∂3∂tα∂tβ∂tγ (X)(ρFv(F )(xt))− Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C−12 (F, t)X2(F, t)
+Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)
(
yv(F )
yv(F )
)∣∣∣∣4
]
,
where
X2(F, t) := (∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(0)),∇v(F )(X)(ρ
F
v(F )(t))),
Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t) := Cov
(
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ
(X)(ρFv(F )(xt)), X2(F, t)
)
=
(
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt)), Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))
)
∈ R1×2(d−m)
with Kα,β,γ(F, s) :=
(
− ∂
4
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ∂vi
CovX(s)
)d−m
i=1
for s ∈ Rd and
C2(F, t) := Cov(X2(F, t)) ∈ R
2(d−m)×2(d−m).
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Note that C−12 (F, t) exists due to (A2) and that by [5, Proposition 2.8.7]
C2(F, t)
−1 =
(
A(F, t) B(F, t)
B(F, t) A(F, t)
)
,
where
A(F, t) : = (Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2)−1,
B(F, t) : = −(Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))2)−1D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t)). (32)
By the triangle- and Jensen’s inequality
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ∂3∂tα∂tβ∂tγ (X)(ρFv(F )(xt))− Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C−12 (F, t)X2(F, t)
+Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)
(
yv(F )
yv(F )
)∣∣∣∣4
≤ 33 sup
x∈[0,1]
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ
(X)(ρFv(F )(xt))
4 + 33 sup
x∈[0,1]
|Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)X2(F, t)|
4
+ 33 sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C−12 (F, t)(yv(F )yv(F )
)∣∣∣∣4 .
Again the submultiplicativity of the norm and Jensen’s inequality yield
sup
x∈[0,1]
|Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)X2(F, t)|
4
≤ sup
x∈[0,1]
‖Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)‖
42(d−m)2d3
d∑
j=1
 sup
s∈BdN
∂
∂tj
X(s)4 + sup
s∈Bd3N
∂
∂tj
X(s)4
 ,
where we used in the last line, that F ∩BdN 6= ∅ implies for t ∈ B
d−m
2N that ‖ρ
F
v(F )(t)‖ ≤ 3N holds,
as well as ‖ρFv(F )(0)‖ ≤ N . Using this fact again, and summarizing the estimates, we obtain
E
[
sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣ ∂3∂tα∂tβ∂tγ (X)(ρFv(F )(xt))− Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C−12 (F, t)X2(F, t)
+Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)
(
yv(F )
yv(F )
)∣∣∣∣4
]
≤ 33E
 sup
s∈Bd3N
∂3
∂tα∂tβ∂tγ
X(s)4
+ 33 sup
x∈[0,1]
‖Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C2(F, t)
−1‖42(d−m)2d3
×
d∑
j=1
2E
 sup
s∈Bd3N
∂
∂tj
X(s)4
+ 33 sup
x∈[0,1]
∣∣∣∣Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C−12 (F, t)(yv(F )yv(F )
)∣∣∣∣4 .
Note that the arguments of the expectations neither depend on F nor on t and moreover, the
involved Gaussian fields are all continuous. The continuity implies that it is sufficient to bound
the expectation of a supremum of a dense index set and moreover that the necessary conditions
in [21, Theorem 5] are satisfied, which guarantees the finiteness of those expectations.
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To proof the Lemma, it remains to bound supx∈[0,1] ‖C
α,β,γ
12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)‖
4 for t ∈ Bd−m2N ,
independently of F . Observe that
‖Cα,β,γ12 (F, x, t)C
−1
2 (F, t)‖
≤ ‖Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))A(F, t) +Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))B(F, t)‖
+ ‖Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))B(F, t) +Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))A(F, t)‖
and moreover
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))A(F, t) +Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))B(F, t)
= Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))(A(F, t) +B(F, t))
+ (Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))−Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t)))A(F, t)
= Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)−1
+
(
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))−Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))
)
×
(
Id−m +D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)−1 (
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)−1
,
where we used that A(F, t) +B(F, t) = (Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t)))−1. The above equals(
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t)) +
(
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))−Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))
)
(
Id−m +D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)−1)
×
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)−1
.
Similarly, we obtain
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))B(F, t) +Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))A(F, t)
=
(
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))−
(
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))−Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))
)
(
Id−m +D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)−1)
×
(
Id−m −D2v(F )(Cov
X)(σv(F )(t))
)−1
.
We now use Lemma B.4 to bound
‖
(
Id−m −D2v(F ) Cov
X(σv(F )(t))
)−1
‖
and
sup
x∈[0,1]
‖
(
Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))−Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))
) (
Id−m +D2v(F ) Cov
X(σv(F )(t))
)−1
‖
for t ∈ Bd−m2N , independently of F . Whereas for the term ‖K
α,β,γ(F, σv(F )(xt))‖ and the term
‖Kα,β,γ(F, σv(F )((x− 1)t))‖, we bound the directional derivatives by the partial ones and use the
continuity with the estimates ‖σv(F )((x−1)t)‖ ≤ 2N and ‖σv(F )(xt)‖ ≤ 2N , to bound their norms
for x ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ Bd−m2N , independently of F .
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